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Book Reviews

Barbara K. Lewalski, The Life of John Milton: A
Critical Biography. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2000.
Pp. xviii + 111. $68.95 (hardcover). $31.95 (paperback).
Reviewed by David F. Venturo, The College of New
Jersey
arbara Lewalski's Life of John Milton is the product of more
than forty years of dedication to Milton studies. The book,
like Robert DeMaria Jr.'s, splendid Life of Samuel Johnson
(1993), is part of the Blackwell Critical Biography series, the ntiission of
which is to"offer intelligent criticism within awell-researched biographical
context" in order "to re-establish the notion that books are written by
people who lived in particular times and places" (ii). With this study,
Lewalski brilhandy fulfills that mission.
Lewalski's Life, the first major critical biography of John Milton since
the pubUcarion of William Riley Parker's standard two-volume biography
in 1968, contains fourteen chapters that trace the 66 years of Milton's life
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chronologically from cradle to grave, followed by a brief epilogue that
reviews the history of Milton's critical reputation from the time of his
death in 1674 to the present. The book, as one might expect, is substantial:
547 pages of text, over 150 pages of small-type endnotes, 50 pages of
bibliography, and 24 pages of index. Despite its size, however, the book
makes lively, engrossing reading, and the notes reveal not just the
breathtaking scope of Lewalski's erudition, but the extraordinary grace and
ease with which she displays her knowledge of seventeenth-century art,
literature, politics, theology, social and diplomatic history, and a host of
other subjects. Each chapter of the book is divided into two parts: the
first part focuses on the events in Milton's life that occurred during the
period under discussion; the second part offers lucid, detailed commentary
on the texts, both prose and verse, written during that period.
The book's most noteworthy feature is its successful contextuaUzation of Milton's life within the political, theological, intellectual, and social
ferment of the seventeenth century. Unlike Matthew Arnold's Shake
speare, who escapes our scrutiny, "free / ... / Out-topping knowledge,"
Lewalski's Milton is very much a man of his times, deeply involved m
public debates and affairs, at the risk not only of reputation but even,
occasionally, of his life. Like Ben Jonson and John Dryden, his older and
younger contemporaries, Milton represents a new breed of writer, self
consciously involved in the construction of a public self as he signs his
title pages "The Author John Milton" or "The Author J. M." and interjects
passages of autobiography into his prose and verse.
Lewalski argues persuasively that Milton the child was very much
father to the man: by early youth, Milton had already adopted "lofty
aspirations and a driving compulsion to emulate and surpass the best and
the noblest;very exacting standards of personal morality and accomplish
ment; high expectations for human institutions (schools, marriage,
government, the church); a disposition to challenge and resist institutional
authorities who fell short of such standards; and a strong need for and
high idealism about friendship and love" (1). These would characterize
him throughout his life, from his days as a "pigeon," i. e., student, at St.
Paul's School through the writing of Paradise Last, Paradise Regained and
Samson Agonistes 'va. his fifties and early sixties. MOton's chief and recurring
fear, Lewalski contends, was that, despite—or perhaps because of—^his
extraordinary dedication to study as a preparation for great endeavors, he
failed to act quickly or decisively enough in support of his goals and
causes.
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While the events of Milton's life that Lewalski narrates are, for the
most part, familiar, her interpretations are often fresh and insightful. For
example, Lewalski focuses on Mdton's exceptional bravery, both intellecmal and personal. Milton was never shy about expressing or defending his
convictions. During his tour of Italy in 1638—39, his Italian friends were
struck by his extraordinary erudition, his artistic skill, his personal charm,
and his willingness to debate in no uncertain terms the merits of Protes
tantism and Roman Catholicism. Throughout his adult life, Milton
advocated liberty of conscience for most Christians (except Roman
Catholics) and, in the face of massive opposition, disestablishment of
church and state. Indeed, his disestablishmentarianism was aimed at the
Erastianism of his Anglican foes and Presbyterian friends alike. Further
more, Milton stuck doggedly by his unpopular defense of divorce on the
grounds of incompatibility from the 1640s to the end of his life, despite
the invectives aimed against him by a host of opponents. Finally, and
perhaps most remarkably, he wrote and published, in the waning days of
the Commonwealth, a series of pamphlets defending republican govern
ment and attacking the restoration of the Stuart monarchy, the last of
which, the second edition of The Readie and Easie Way to Establish a Free
Commonwealth, defiantly appeared with Milton's initials on the tide page just
days before Charles II returned in triumph from the Continent. For this
daring, Milton barely avoided imprisonment and, perhaps, even death.
Milton's political radicalism is well known; his theological heterodoxy,
much less so. Lewalski's book admirably sheds new light on this latter
subject. In particular, Lewalski examines the changes in Milton's theologi
cal thinking from (in many ways) orthodox Calvinism in the 1640s to his
own sect of one, as it were, in the 1660s. On this topic, her detailed
discussion of De Doctrina Christiana (415—41) is especially valuable. Here
she emphasizes the extraordinary unconventionality of the religious beliefs
at which Milton arrived through years of close personal study, especially
his Arminianism, in opposition to orthodox Calvinist predestination and
determinism, and his Arianism, his own (and his contemporaries')
preferred term for anti-Trinitariatiism. Milton's monism—^his belief that
spirit and matter are made of thesame substance—and his mortalism—^his
conviction that the spirit dies with the body, only to be revived on the day
of judgment—^were also highly unorthodox.The theology of Paradise host
and Paradise Regained is clarified enormously by this discussion; for
example, Jesus' gradual recognition in Paradise Regained of his role as son
of God is consistent with Milton's Arian, as opposed to Trinitarian,
conception of the son.
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The most absorbing section of the book (chapters 11—14) deals with
Milton from the collapse of the Protectorate through the Restoration to
his death in 1674. Lewalski concurs with Blanford Parker in The Triumph
of Augustan Poeties (1998) that under theguise of Anglican and monarchical
moderation, Charles II's government was harshly repressive of political
and religious dissent. Lewalski compeDingly argues that the great poems
of the 1660s do not reveal a quietist Milton, but one who, in the face of
the Clarendon Code, used his poetry to continue to express the radical
political and religious opinions that he championed throughout his adult
life. Lewalski's chapters on Paradise Last, Paradise Regained, and Samson
Agonistesunde-tscote. thatMilton remained very much engaged in thepublic
events of his time. She emphasixes, for example, how in writing Paradise
Lost as an epic in blank verse, he rejected the monarchist epic as practiced
by his contemporaries Davenant and Cowley. Furthermore, the ten-book
structure of the first edition of Paradise LastaRawed him to create parallels
between that work and Lucan's classical republican epic, Pharsalia or The
Civil War. Indeed, the poetics, politics, and theology of post-Restoration
Milton can be fruitfully read as important alternatives to their Augustan
counterparts.
My only strong criticism of the book concerns the epilogue, which,
at nine pages (539-47), is much too brief to explore adequately the history
of Milton's reputation from 1674 to the present. This, though, is a minor
shortcoming in an otherwise outstanding study, which will remain, for
years to come, the definitive critical biography of John Milton.

¥

Michele Longino, Orientalism in French Classical
Drama. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002.
Pp. xii + 274. $70.00.
Reviewed by Perry Gethner, Oklahoma State Univer
sity, Stillwater
This book brings a fascinating new perspective to a group of seven plays
by the most celebrated of the seventeenth-century French playwrights.
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Corneille, Moliere, and Racine. MichMe Longino crafts an interdisciplinary
approach using elements of such contemporary movements as cultural
studies, postcolonial theory, and new historicism, but without a slavish
reliance on any one of them and without neglecting close textual analysis
of the literary works. Among the interlocking main theses of her study are
the following: (1) the complex interactions between France and the
Ottoman Empire in this period helped shape emerging ideas of Frenchness by sharpening the contrast with the "barbaric" Other; (2) those
interactions contributed to a mentality that would justify France's
increasing involvement in colonization of non-Christian regions; (3) when
tragic plots were set in countries such as Pontus, Colchis, or Judea, which
in the seventeenth century (though obviously not in antiquity) were part
of the Ottoman Empire, audiences would make that association anyway;
(4) French audiences and readers tended to perceive the real or supposed
theatricality of Ottoman mores both as a parallel to French society
(especially at court) and as a sign of innate duplicity and evil; (5) French
anxiety about preserving their rigid social stratification fueled their scorn
for the much more open Turkish society, where people from the lower
classes could rise to positions of power; (6) plays featuring the Other,
while reflecting the audience's prejudices and fascinations, also helped
them exorcize their fears. Besides making a strong case for these views, the
book brings together information on a variety of historical topics and
focuses attention on features from the plays that would have resonated
with audiences of the time but not with the modern reader.
Following a general introduction mainly devoted to methodological
considerations, a chapter entitled "Orientation" summarizes the kinds of
information about the "Orient" that were available to French readers of
that era, the types of sources that provided it, the insatiable appetite of the
French public for more, and the principal stereotypes and prejudices held
about the exotic Other. The inclusion of maps is a useful touch.
Longino explores the figure of the cultivated traveler/expert—^which
he finds both in Pollux, a secondary character in Corneille's Medee, as well
as in some of his real-life French counterparts—as an ancestor of the
modern-day anthropologist. This model of the wise and discerning
traveler, capable of forming nuanced judgments of the Other, contrasts
with the materialism symbolized by Creon and Creuse, whose desire to
acquire exotic items and willingness to view humans as commodities
foreshadow the mindset of colonialism. By presenting Medee herself in a
relatively sympathetic Ught, Corneille allows the exotic Other to voice her
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grievances, while showing the alienation faced by homeless and stateless
individuals (whose travels fail to benefit their society).
The chapter on Le
highlights the ongoing problem of piracy and
raiding, engaged in extensively both by the Barbary states and by Christian
groups, that plagued diplomacy and commerce, while causing real anxiety
for those living along the Mediterranean coast. Longino argues convinc
ingly that Corneille's decision to move the action from Burgos to Seville
and to change the campaign against the Moors into the repelling of a
surprise attack from the sea reflected contemporary French fears of the
North African menace. Even though in several places the play acknowl
edges the continuing presence of Moors on the Iberian peninsula, the
characters mostiy refer to them as "Africains" and consider Africa as their
homeland. At the same time, CorneiUe minimizes sympathy with the
Other by keeping the Moors off the stage and by allowing the Spanish
king, rather than the enemy, to bestow the tide of Cid upon the hero.
Since the religious dimension of the conflict is never expUddy mentioned,
hostility to the Other is presented in national and radal terms and staged
in such a way as to reinforce belief in European moral and military
superiority. The fact that the king treats Chimene as a political pawn and
does not apply the same standard of justice to her is a reminder of
women's exclusion from the public domain in which the players, all of
them men, can bend the rules as they see fit.
The discussion o{M.o^h.tc'sljeBourgeoisgentilhotnm centers around the
problematic coexistence in the play of two satirical targets: the world of
the Turks and the sodal aspirations of the French middle class. Longino
provides a number of intriguing parallds between actions or phrases in the
play and real-life adventures of Frenchmen residing in Constantinople.
Covielle's double role as (pseudo) translator and diplomatic negotiator
underscores the French crown's need for reliable interpreters who
understood both the language and culture of Turkey, all the more so since
local translators were notoriously unreliable and relations between the two
countries were strained in Moliere's day. She also draws an interesting
connection between the conflicting views and needs of the French
aristocracy, based in Paris, and the merchants involved in the im
port/ export trade, based in Marseilles, suggesting that tension as one of
the original subtexts for the role of MonsieurJourdain. At the same time,
the title character's amusing attempts to achieve linguistic and cultural
competence could reflect the audience's response to the fascinating but
frightening Turkish Other, combining mimicry and mockery.
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The comparative study of the Titus and Berenice tragedies by
CorneiUe and Racine opens with the question: Why this subject in 1670?
Longino's plausible answer centers around theincreasingly acute commer
cial rivalry with the Ottomans, leading to the creation that year of the
Compagnie du Levant, designed to facilitate French trade with the Middle
East, and the symbolic rivalry between Paris and Constantinople for the
mantle of legitimate heir to the original Roman Empire. As will often
happen in future depictions of East/West interaction, these plays present
the former as female (seductive, passionate, irresponsible) and the latter
as male (rational, heroic, self-possessed). CorneiUe, by making his Berenice
a model of femininity according to this stereotype, shows the danger
posed to Roman values if she is aUowed to remain in their midst, while
presenting the other female protagonist, Domitie, as attempting, not
altogether successfuUy, to deny her feminine nature and take on Roman
masculinity. Racine's play goes further in demeaning the Other with the
invented character of Antiochus, whose extreme passivity, melancholy,
aimlessness, and lack of self-esteem suggest the lesser masculinity of
oriental men. Both he and Berenice view their native region as mournful,
forlorn, and abandoned, as if vigor and heroism could survive only in the
West. Titus, in his careless reassignment of kingdoms in the Middle East
with no regard for the wishes of the inhabitants, displays the imperialist
mentality.
In
the only playin her corpus with a Turkish setting, Longino
focuses on the role of communication, or the failure thereof. The sultan
Amurat's ability to control events in his capital from a distance paraUels
Louis XIV's increasingly bureaucratic regime in which it was vital to
maintain control over representatives in remote countries. However, in
real life, as in the tragedy, this was far from easy to achieve, given such
problems as intercepted letters, secret codes, and censorship. In a world
where lies and deception are commonplace and where it is not always
possible to distinguish fact from fiction, Racine appears to favor a
pragmatic position: in order to succeed, a ruler or diplomat must bewilling
to use underhanded methods as necessary,and to take decisive action. The
playwright's claim that the action of Bajazet is historically factual, even
though it was based on secondhand sources, and the critiques leveled
against the play in the press, which likewise derived its information about
the Middle East from (not always reliable) French observers, both testify
to the dangers of accepting information about other lands uncritically. The
protagortist of Mithridate could be viewed either as a cautionary lesson to
the French, just as Louis XIV was openly embarking on an expansionist
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poliqr, not to go too far in adopting the methods of the Other (especially
the insistence on dupEcity and ruse), or as a celebration of the FrancoOttoman alliance at a time when the Turks were seeking, like the king of
Pontus, to conquer parts of Eastern Europe Taken together, the two
tragedies reflect French willingness to incorporate features of the Other
as part of a strategy of asserting their own geopolitical preeminence.
There is little to find fault with in this entertaining, well-researched,
and well-written volume. On occasion a point seems weak or overstated
(for example, the unconvincing interpretation given to the Ballet des
Nations), but this involves details, and never the main argument. Edward
Said, who first popularized the concept of Orientalism, would probably
insist on changing the title's first word to "pre-orientalism," since he
placed the full-fledged emergence of the phenomenon, especially its
evolution into a professional specialty, in the eighteenth century. Some
might object to the fact that, by limiting the analysis to the three canonical
authors, the book does not attempt to show the degree to which the
points apply to the broader corpus of dramatic literature. But that
approach would haveproduced a very different kind of hookand probably
one far less interesting.

*

Michael Werth Gelber, The Just and the Lively: The
Literary Criticism of John Dryden. Manchester and New
York: University of Manchester Press, 1999. Pp. x + 342.
$59.95.
Reviewed by David F. Venturo, The College of New
Jersey
In The Just and the Uvely, Michael Werth Gelber takes up John Dryden's
Eterary criticism, a subject not studied comprehensively since Robert D.
Hume's Dryden's Criticism (1970) and Edward Pechter's Dryden's Classical
Theory of Literature (1975). Gelber justifies the need for his book by
asserting that no critic has yet attempted "to study the criticism both
chronologicaUy and textuaEy in order to demonstrate not only its
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fundamental unity and coherence but also its consistency, its development
within that consistency and, within its development, Dryden's abiding
attempt to reconcile opposing strains in literature (the just and the lively),
along with the mental faculties (judgment and imagination) in which they
originate" (1). The book, which is indeed comprehensive, examining
Dryden's development as a critic from the dedication to The Rival Ladies
in 1664 to the preface to Fahles in 1700, has only limited usefulness to
scholars of Dryden's literary critical career.
The book plausibly divides Dryden's critical career into three parts
based on three distinctive self-constructions. According to Gelber, Dryden
adopts the rhetorical pose of a "courtier and conceives of his criticism as
an amusement for the great" (22) from 1664 to 1670. From 1670 to 1680,
Dryden "assumes the mask of the professional author, zealous in pursuit
of public fame and contemptuous of his rivals" (22). Finally, from 1680 to
1700, Dryden presents himself as a man of letters, "an authoritative
teacher of literary subjects...[who is] above and beyond all controversy"
(22). Moreover, Dryden's interests shift over these three periods from
heroic drama to the Longinian sublime to translation and a flexible
classicism.
Gelber's primary thesis, outlined in his introduction, is that Dryden's
criticism offers "the best guide to understanding the rest of his canon" (3).
Consequently, he sets out to analyze all of Dryden's critical prose and
some of the verse—^prefaces and dedications as well as many of the
prologues and epilogues—as a means of establishing the principles that
underlie the poems and plays. His chief claim, however, which is reiterated
throughout the study, is for the lifelong consistency of Dryden's critical
principles. To prove his point, Gelber takes a structuralist approach,
focusing on the binary opposition of two critical principles, which he
terms "the just and the lively" (15). TheJust, as defined by Gelber, is rather
Jonsonian: didactic, decorous, orderly, and originating in the mental
faculty known in the seventeenth century as the judgment. The live^, by
contrast, is rather Shakespearean: it emphasizes pleasure over instruction,
flexibility and vitality over hierarchy and order, and is the product of the
imagination as conceived by seventeenth-century philosophers. Gelber
insists that the binary relation between the Just and the live^ fascinated
Dryden from the beginning to the end of his career and that, although he
may have emphasized one of them over the other at different times in his
life, "he seldom altered his judgment, to any great extent, on what each of
the terms signified" (15). Thus, Gelber attempts to sweep away the
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complaints of inconsistency and occasionality that have been directed
against Dryden as critic from SamuelJohnson's time to our own.
Gelber's book contains a number of very good sections. His
discussion of heroic drama and how Dryden came to recognizeit as a new
genre, distinct from tragicomedy, reveals Gelber's thinking at its very best
(118—45). Gelber is also able to restore the importance of Ludovico
Ariosto's Orlando Furioso to the development of the English heroic play
(122—45). In addition, his analysis otAn Essay ofDramatick Foesie, which
emphasizes its generic affinities with contemporary French neoclassical
drama, sheds new Ught on a text so thoroughly explored by previous critics
that such fresh insight is a rarity (43-61). The most interesting part of
Gelber's book focuses on Dryden's role in the famous late-seventeenthcentury Quarrel of the Ancients and Moderns; Gelber's account of
Dryden's interest in the new textual scholarship championed by scholars
such as Richard Bentley and William Wotton explains more plausibly than
any I have read before likely motives forJonathan Swift's satire on Dryden
in A Tale of a Tub and The Battle of the Books (193—200).
At the same time, Gelber's book suffers from some significant
flaws—^most noticeably,its insistent claim for Dryden's career-long critical
consistency based on his adherence to fixed notions of the Just and the
lively. The most obvious problem is that Gelber defines the terms just and
lively so broadly, that they cease to be meaningful. One might as easily have
undertaken to demonstrate that Dryden spent much of his career trying
to reconcile in his poems and plays the Horatian demands for instruction
and delight,but what insight would be gained? Furthermore, Gelber's claim
that Dryden as critic attempted to reconcile the extremes of the just and
the lively just as "thoughtful men and women of the Restoration tried with
great concern toreconcile extremes in matters both political and religious"
(15) is based on dubious reasoning; despite Dryden's adept use of the
rhetoric of moderation, he was rarely moderate or conciliatory toward his
opponents, political, religious, or literary, as attested to by his treatment of
Whigs and dissenters in Absalom andAchitophel, his scathing literary satire
of Thomas Shadwell and Elkanah Setde, and his unwavering and
principled Jacobitism and Roman Catholicism after the overthrow of
James II. In fact, I am not sure what is achieved by attempting to read
Dryden as a systematic critic, since only Coleridge among the major writercritics from Ben Jonson to T. S. Eliot makes any pretense to systemization
and consistency. Dryden was a professional poet, playwright, and
translator and an occasional critic, not a literary theorist and scholar The
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writer generally acknowledged as the father of modern literary criticism
since Johnson's time does not benefit from such specious revisionism.
Moreover, slogging through Gelber's close readings taxes one's
patience, especially since many of the readings fail to contribute a larger
insight into Dryden's career. The prose itself, despite the absence of any
technical or theoretical vocabulary, is viscous and dull. Gelber would have
done better to trim his book by about a third, and, instead of providing a
long chronological series of close readings, to explore more fully signifi
cant critical controversies of Dryden's career by building a richer, more
useful historical context—classical, European, and English—around a
smaller number of texts. Finally, despite Gelber's "central thesis that
Dryden's criticism offers the best guide to the rest of his canon" (3),
Gelber scarcely attempts, save for his discussion of Dryden's heroic plays,
to study the relation between the criticism and Dryden's other writings.
The Just and the Lively should be welcomed for recalling our attention
to Dryden's literary criticism, but its mass of chronological close readings
frequently misses the wood for the trees. As the fourth century after
Dryden's death begins, his critical achievement still beckons for astute
interpretations.

*

Timothy Dykstal, The Luxury of Skepticism: Politics,
Philosophy, and Dialogue in the English Public Sphere,
1660-1740. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
2001. Pp. X + 256. $39.50.
Reviewed by James Noggle, Wellesley College
Without ever seeming obscure or complicated,Jiirgen Habermas's idea of
the bourgeois public sphere, epitomized by eighteenth-century British
political culture, has had a bewildering career. The very attractions of the
idea have seemed to stimulate doubts about it, but these doubts have
never grown strong enough to compel us to drop it completely from our
conceptual repertory. Students of the eighteenth century initially welcomed
Habermas's The Structural Transformation of Public Sphere in translation in
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1988 (originally published 1962) in part for its theoretically sophisticated,
widely relevant, and relatively positive account of a political era of Britain
whose bad qualities—accelerating capitalism and imperialism, large-scale
practice of the slave trade, oligarchic power structure, general sexism and
classism, and so on—^had seemed to many the most striking facts.
Scholars immediately began qualifying the book's approving picture,
however, and Habermas's own qualifications were dted as often as his
approving remarks. For instance, he saw that the public sphere's promise
of universal access to rational political debate is belied by its "identification
of 'property owner' with 'human being as such'" {Structural Tranrformation,
88)—a mystification that for htm is the very origin of ideology itself. As
Christian Thorne has recently put it, "One often has the feeling...that
Habermas is giving the history of an institution that never existed in the
first place and then came, over time, to exist even less" ("Thumbing Our
Nose at the Public Sphere: Satire, the Market, and the Invention of
Literature," PMLA116,3 [2000]: 542). Another challenge comes from the
influential perspective of J. G. A. Pocock, who sees a great divide in
eighteenth-century British sociopolitics between two discursive realms,
civic humanism and the civilixation of passions—and neither one of these
alone nor any realized combination of them quite matches Habermas's
picture of early liberal discourse. Still, the conviction that a free public
sphere more or less existed in some valuable and unique way in British
society in the eighteenth century (if not as a fiilly "utopian" possibility, as
Habermas says [88]) has remained compelling. Timothy Dykstal's The
huxuty of Skepticism: Politics, Philosoply, and Dialogue in the EngUsh Public
Sphere, 1660-1740 is an original, intelligent contribution to the ongoing
scholarly effort to depict the complex, often ambiguous history and
political rationale of the public sphere.
Much of what is valuable and controversial in Dykstal's study
emerges from his principal, plausible notion that the genre of the
philosophical dialogue, particularly when it treats politics or civil society
in general, provides an index to the state of the public sphere in England.
After all, the dialogue's generic requirement of opposing two or more
rational exponents of different points of view seems to perfecdy represent
a Habermasian "discussion among private people" united by a "parity on
whose basis alone the authority of the better argument could assert itself
against that of social hierarchy and in the end carry the day" {Structural
Transformation, 36). As Dykstal says, "the dialogue is unique among literary
forms in imitating, however fairly or well, what it itself facilitated, that is,
the exchange of opinions among a variety of interests that distinguishes
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the Restoration period from what comes before. This is why it has to be
considered the prototypical organ of the public sphere" (5). This
specifically political focus is part of what distinguishes Dykstal's book
from another study of the dialogue form in roughly the same period,
Michael Prince's excellent Philosophical Dialogue in the British Enlightenment:
Theology, Aesthetics, and the Novel (Cambridge University Press, 1996). The
dialogues discussed by Dykstal at once theorize about and exemplify a
form of political persuasion uniquely suited to the public sphere—^unlike
oratory, which may always lapseinto demagoguery and irrational theatrics.
Dykstal's idea that a literary form functions as a prototype for an
entire political and cultural structure broadly fits Habermas's sense that
certain literary practices prepare the way for institutionally concrete
manifestations of the public sphere, though Dykstal is less interested than
Habermas in specific technologies and institutions. While The Luxury of
Skepticism is well informed about the public sphere's material conditions,
referring to its coffee houses and clubs (including the Harringtonian Rota
Club), as well as to publication statistics revealing fluctuations in the
dialogue's importance, Dykstal puts most of his intellectual energy in
subtle, careful textual analysis of the philosophical significance of a few
important dialogues, in the context of his authors' larger oeuvres and recent
political theory, and not in broad-based, detailed material history. The
book has five chapters: the first on Hobbes's works A Dialogue between a
Philosopher and a Student of the Common Laws of England (1681) and Behemoth
(1682); the second on Harrington's Valerius and Puhlicola (1659) and the
work of his disciple Henry Neville, Plato Redivivus; or, a Dialogue Concerning
Government (1681); the third on Shaftesbury's The Moralists (1711); the
fourth on Mandeville's Eabk of the Bees (1714—29); and the last on Berke
ley's Alciphron (1732).
As is apparent, the book traces a historical development (different
from that offered by Prince's account, which starts with Shaftesbury and
concludes with Samuel Johnson and Austen). One of Dykstal's leading
ideas is that the progression of authors discussed represents the rise and
decline of philosophical-poUtical dialogue and with it the public sphere
itself. Using dialogue as a measure, Dysktal finds the true heyday of the
public sphere in the late seventeenth century, while the eighteenth
represents its falling off. This is a sharply different picture from the one
proposed by most other political historians. Habermas himself names
Bolingbroke's Craftsman (1726-35) as an exemplary public organ and
thinks that eighteenth-century political journalism and general literary
culture from Defoe on does the work of building the public sphere's
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crucial structural elements—which bear full fruit well after the publication
of Shaftesbury's Characteristicks (1711).
The reasons for this difference are intriguing. Dykstal contends that
intellectually sophisticated, philosophically important speculation in
published dialogue form is the crucial evidence of the public sphere's
vitality. For Hobbes, Harrington, and Neville, such theory should address
and change the actual political world, and they insist, Dykstal says, on "a
clear, if not always consummated, connection between 'convert[in^' the
Truth of Speculation, into the Utility of Practice'" (163, quoting Hobbes's
Leviathan). The very fact that Hobbes and Harrington articulated political
theory that was original and seminal, in the dialogue form and outside it,
also counts as evidence for Dykstal of the vitality of the public sphere in
their time. The years leading up to the Exclusion Crisis in 1681 produced
a kind of creative intellectual engagement and hope of influence discour
aged by the Walpolean establishment in the eighteenth century. Revisiting
the historical model ofJ. H. Plumb, Dykstal insists that "political stability"
in the 1730s makes the public's effort to influence authority then seem
merely shrill, feeble, and irrelevant: "the growth of political stability means
the decline of political dialogue" (17). Various features of public debate in
the 1730s, including the Opposition's sense of alienation from power, and
Bolingbroke's personal tendency toward harangue and monologue, mean
that the public criticism of authority in those years is much less than
Habermas makes of it.
The difference arises in part from Habermas's substantially different
focus. While he does mention theoretical discussion in public about the
very nature of political authority (e.g.. Structural Transformation, 64), the
public sphere for him emerges most clearly in the establishment of a
critical opposition to the government, strongly evident in the 1730s, as
well as the network of semiprivate technologies, spaces, institutions, and
laws (or their desuetude, like that of the Licensing Act, not renewed in
1695) that make such criticism possible. Far from distorting the public
sphere in Habermas's eyes, the stability of the later period makes it
possible. The "permanent controversy between the governing party and
the opposition" {StructuralTransformation, 64) is its true expression.
Dykstal certainly acknowledges his differences with Habermas, but
it would have been better had he devoted even more attention to them. It
is true, as Dykstal says, that the 1730s Opposition featured extravagant
expressions of alienation from political influence. (He cites Pope and a
poetic dialogue inspired by him as evidence of this.) But it does happen
that certain very well-publicized disputes, about, for instance, the Excise
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Tax, the Septennial Bill, and the declaration of war on Spain, mobilized
public opinion to influence Walpole's policies. More from Dykstal on why
these skirmishes do not offer evidence of significant public criticism
would have made his depiction of the falling off of vitality more convinc
ing. Even if readers agree that the earlier dialogues present political models
more original and promising than those of Shaftesbury and his critics, they
may begin to wonder if Dykstal too closely ties the fate of the public
sphere in general to this one literary genre. It could be true that the
seventeenth century's instability made for important and original poUtical
debate, but also true that the relative stability under Walpole afforded the
different critical opportunities celebrated by Habermas, however
nondialogic or oratorical they may have become.
But readers should also recognize that Dysktal's sense of the growing
vitiation of eighteenth-century political discussion stems from more than
just a theoretical attachment to the idea that good published dialogues
must be the sine qua non of the public sphere. Rather it reflects a sense he
shares with many other scholars that the period's theories of sociability
and rational discussion are too ideologically charged to seem anything like
ingenuous models of free public exchange. Dykstal's chapter on Shaftes
bury convincingly shows how the style of discussion so influentially
presented in the Characteristicks remains detached from the political fray
and finally rises to a spurious sense of social "harmony" that ignores the
diversity of discordant voices comprised by the public. Dykstal's tide
applies to this point in the dialogue's history; the Shaftesburyan position
is a luxury because its skeptical detachment leads it away from the hard
political issues engaged by Harrington and Hobbes and toward a soft,
quasi-aesthetic disinterestedness ultimately accessible only to those who
could afford it. Subsequent efforts in dialogue form to critique Shaftes
bury's position end in impasse. MandeviUe does expose the interest behind
Shaftesburyan claims to disinterestedness, but he himself, as Dysktal
shows, cannot account for the position of detachment from which he
pursues his own critique. Berkeley oiJy retreats further into a dialogism
that for Dykstal bears all the marks of illiberal, repetitive religious training.
Dialogue in these chapters comes to represent the betrayal of the public
sphere, the drive to achieve disinterested philosophical authority at the
cost of the capacity to engage the facts of diversity that motivate politics
in the first place.
Interestingly, however, the better age of the public sphere canvassed
in Dykstal's first two chapters appears not much better than the alienated
and remote views presented later. Of course it is not surprising to find
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Hobbes's work less than inspiring as a model for interactions of the
people with authority, though Dykstal offers interesting reasons why his
later dialogues afford some sUght hope of influence to those who would
counsel the monarch and a readership as well. Dykstal detects a structural
problem in Harrington's political program,in which the philosopher's lack
of executive power in the commonwealth threatens to make his advisory
role in the new constitution irrelevant. As in the later cases, the disinterest
edness required for the dialogue to be pursued in good faith, and for
theorists of the public sphere to speculate for the good of all, cuts off the
dialogue from actual political efficacy and "has the effect of separating
philosophical thinking from political action" (52). In Harrington, tins reads
more like a philosophical failure than the triumph of false consciousness
in Shaftesbury, but the outcomes are similar: an incapacity to traverse the
gap opened between the public sphere's demand for philosophical
disinterestedness and any actual political goals.
Dykstal provides fresh perspectives on the public sphere by linking
the dialogue form closely to it, though in the end this linkage comes to
reveal the many ways in which the public sphere never quite works. There
are times when he would have done better to lower the stakes of his
argument, when skeptical readers will find that a single literary genre, and
a relatively small number of examples, cannot help us pronounce on the
historical fate of a very large, multifarious legal, economic, cultural, social,
political, and literary system as decisively as Dykstal says they can. But the
book remains convincing inasmuch as its test cases reveal interesting and
symptomatic functions of the public sphere in the period and our
scholarship about it: Habermas's construct may reveal more as an
ideological screen, an unattained political ideal, or some amalgam of the
two, than as a window onto eighteenth-century historical realities.
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James A, Herrick, The Radical Rhetoric of the English
Deists: The Discourse of Skepticism, 1680-1750. Studies
in Rhetoric/Communication. Columbia: University of
South Carolina Press, 1997. Pp. x + 245. $29.95.
Reviewed by M. A. Box, University of Alaska, Fairhanks
Turn from the manufactured controversies of present-day universities to
a real war, fought, when penal law failed, by means of contumely and
ostracism on one side and of ridicule and guerilla tactics on the other.
There actually was an establishment trying to control discourse. It was
alarmed by its declining influence, but that influence extended into every
parish in the realm. The insurgents had nothing to gain personally and
everything to lose, while establishmentarians' controversial writings were
a means to preferment. See the renegade cleric and Cambridge fellow
Thomas Woolston be destroyed by stages and maneuver stubbornly,
perhaps maniacally, to ensure that each stage had sufficient publicity to
damage the establishment in the act (chapter 4). He died in prison. See
Peter Annet refashion the old anticlerical arguments into a freethinker's
counterpart to the Spectator, intended for the tea-table edification of ladies
as well as men. He was pilloried twice and served a year's hard labor for
ridiculing Moses, David, and other biblical figures. Herrick's story is
replete with intellectual passion and animosities commensurate with the
high stakes. Each side regarded the each other as wicked and aimed not
merely to refute but to disable the enemy from perpetrating further evil.
This controversy could be examined profitably by a philosopher like
Terence Penelhum purely in terms of argumentative validity, but Herrick
invites us to see the figures as rhetors engaged in a bitter struggle with
social, political, and religious consequences. In this respect they needed
more than argumentative cogency.
The book's tide designates the period under examination as
1680—1750, though the book takes us through the 1760s with the career
of the gnostic Jacob Ilive, who was pilloried three times and imprisoned.
Herrick tells the story of a movement that he calls deist, though the label
gives a misleading impression of doctrinal uniformity and factional
solidarity. Not every notable "deist" was unquestionably even a theist, as
would be required by the denotation of the word. It would be safer to call
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these individuals "freethinkers," cotiunitting them as a group to no more
than freedom of conscience and expression, but Herrick finds sufficient
coherence in the group to warrant using the name deist if it is described
in rhetorical rather than philosophical terms. Instead of a creed, the deists,
he maintains, had a polemical character that can be enumerated in seven
points, some of which are beliefs, some attitudes, some practices.
Doubdess some are exceptionable as ciiaracterizations of all "deists." (1)
Deists insisted that nothing be exempt from the test of reason. (2) This
rationalism reflected an epistemology featuring the immutability of natural
law. (3) The important tenets of religion were held to be available to all
through reason without clerical mediation, and no denomination with
doctrinal elaborations beyond the core tenets was allowed cdaims to
ascendancy over others. (4) Revealed religion was to be rejected in favor
of natural religion. (5) Sectarian antagonism and religious error were to be
blamed on priestcraft. (6) Deists had a penchant for theological specula
tion and "clandestine associations" (36) for the exchange of views. (7)
Attending the rejection of revealed religion is the rejection of the
miraculous and of the credibility of testimony as to miracles. It is not
difficult to see the doctrinal aspects of this list, but a convocation of deists
to determine a few key laws of nature and the base tenets of true religion
would probably fail to produce a creed. Herrick's point is that the deists
temperamentally would be at home in a debating society without
governmental responsibilities and out of their element in a deliberative
body.
Herrick's approach is appropriate and reveaUng for this controversy
provided that we do not indulge in relativism and reduce philosophy to
rhetoric Herrick keeps the two distinct. Given their epistemological
commitments, the deists were obligated to account for the occurrence of
error, but their heavy emphasis on prejudice and priestcraft as an
explanation for error is not impressive as philosophy (28, 127, 147,
207-09). As philosophers they would have done better to provide an
account of error that did not require it to be aberrant. They were too
selectively skeptical. The theme of prejudice and priestcraft, however, does
have what 1 take to be useful strategic value in mirroring the offensive
presumption of Christian apologists thatany dissent arose necessarily from
depravity. It was important to deny the appearance of moral superiority to
the forces of orthodoxy. Obviously the notorious use of ridicule as a test
of truth, first advocated by Shaftesbury and Anthony Collins, is a short
route to fallacious argument, but it also might have been an indispensable
means of depriving religionists of the advantages of misplaced reverence.
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obscurantism, and the public's conditioned attachment to forms associated
with their traditional way of life. Certain leveling steps might be necessary
before a satisfactory philosophical exchange can even begin. As Herrick
puts it, the deists needed to "shift the discursive frame in which religion
is discussed" (88). Lord Karnes succinctly explained this use of ridicule as
early as his 1762 Elements of Criticism (quoted by Herrick, 60). Although
important argumentative exchanges in this controversy advanced our
understanding of religion, Herrick correcdy chooses not to sanitize the
story of its polemics in favor of what is of lasting philosophical value.
He tells his story in terms of topical discussions alternating with
illustrative chapters covering the biographies of freethinkers not usually
given attention: Woolston, Annet, and Ilive. The topical discussions cover
four subjects. First is the freethinkers' protective employment of what
Shaftesbury called defensive raillery, specifically, strategically placed,
transparently insincere pronouncements of piety, usu^y fideistic. Hume's
term, "secret insinuation," was more precise. Second is the effect of the
argument over miracles in extending the limits of free expression and
religious toleration. Third is the stams of reason vis-a-vis faith and
revelation, and fomrth, relatedly, is the evidentiary status of miracles, and
testimony concerning them, in support of Christianity. In discussing these
topics Herrick raises two particularly interesting hypotheses that one
would like to see explored fiorther. He maintains that the debunking
assaults on the Bible's authority were an important early step in the
development of biblical criticism (39-43, 99-100). He also sees Bishop
Gibson's rationale for prosecuting Woolston as having the effect of
relocating the gravamen of legal blasphemy from heterodoxy to offensive
ridicule (98, 122-23). When the dust settled, then, mere heresy was by
precedent no longer seen as suitable for prosecution. It seems unlikely that
either the freethinkers or the enemies of blasphemy anticipated this result.
This is a valuable study, carefully done without willful misunderstand
ings or tendentious readings. Herrick describes the moves of both sides
with sober detachment in straightforward prose. Naturally one wishes
some things were different. He mistakenly attributes to Addison the
statement that Collins deserved, if anyone did, to be "denied the common
benefits of air and water" (73): the statement comes from the third issue
of the Guardian (14 March 1713), a number that Steele claimed as his own.
Herrick was betrayed into the mistake by a compiler who added the essay,
without identification, to Addison's posthumous Evidences of the Christian
^ligion (1730). (In a new twist of the argument, Steele complained that
freethinkers treacherously conducted their personal lives unobjectionably
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so as to conceal their true natures.) I would have dispensed with the name
"deist" as inviting unnecessary confusion, and Herrick's insistence on
seeing the conflict between freethinkers and the establishment in terms of
class seems similarly to invite distortions of emphasis. Leaving the tense,
opportunistic relationships of thefreethinking insurgency with latitudinarianism and Whiggism, Herrick accepts a picture of the time as relatively
stable, enabling a hitherto impossible efflorescence of thought (2). Such
comparative judgments require a perspective that few of us have. My own
experience of the literature suggests great uncertainty due to astonishing
events such as the Glorious Revolution and two Jacobite rebellions. Even
if we ignore the wars that occurred just prior to Herrick's chosen dates of
1680-1760, we find that the period he covers concluded with a fourth
world war well underway,in which alliances shifted wildly according to the
modern calculus of the balance of power. One suspects that what looks
comparatively stable with a historian's hindsight would not have felt that
way to those experiencing the events. Nevertheless, Herrick's accoimt
remains convincing on the whole, and no one should now underestimate
the importance of the freethinkers' obstreperousness to the history of
ideas and liberty.
An alternative, more Humean account of the development of
toleration in Britain might employ the logic of situations to reveal that
Britain backed into liberty unintentionally. Crucial is the presence in large
nuhibers of nonconformists, whose commitment to freedom of thought,
while weak, is reinforced by their threatened position in society. A papist
king concludes that he needs their support to extend a general toleration
to Roman Catholics, while his establishmentarian opposition needs
nonconformist acquiescence to replace him with a trusty Protestant. The
replacement, a Calvinist outsider with no prejudice in favor of the Church
of England, also needs nonconformist support against Jacobitism
domestically and Louis XIV abroad. Paradoxically, the single most
important factor driving the British towards toleration and freedom of
thought is hatred of popery and fear of Bourbon France. Meanwhile the
slow acceptance of party politics as an irremediable fact, and of the use of
the press to appeal to public opinion, has the collateral effect of protecting
religious dissent in printed form. Two awkward factors help loosen the
establishment's hold on people's minds. The state sanctions competing
national churches, both of which cannot consistently be true religion.
Moreover, orthodoxy demands that common folks with common sense
punish those who refuse to give lip service to doctrines that, as designated
mysteries, cannot be understood (such as that the three persons of the
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Trinity are each God and that there are not more gods than one: see the
1697 Blasphemy Act, which Herrick quotes on page 4). Under such
circumstances even the best-intentioned conformists will find themselves
sympathizing with blasphemers.
The reign of the good churchwoman Anne encourages alarming
reassertions of the Church's claims over the people's minds and souls, but
her imported successors are kept wary of high-church activism by its
association with Jacobitism. The Bangorian controversy forces the issue,
and the tacit endorsement of Bishop Hoadl)r's extreme latitudinarianism
by George I's indefinite prorogation of Church convocations leaves
churchmen in a weak position to concert their actions against dissenters.
The anomaly of a Church divided from its royal head, mimicked by the
division between the king's Whiggish bishops and the inferior high-church
clergy, hinders action against freedom of thought. After this long period
of comparative disability, the establishment has enough experience of de
facto toleration to recognize it as benign. Dissenters and estabUshmentarians alike exclude papists and atheists from toleration, enabling the outcasts
to benefit from the general practice of toleration as long as they observe
precautions that make any prosecutions difficult.
The recognition of toleration as benign is, in this alternate account,
the accidental result of the powerlessness of zealots over sufficient time
rather than the effect of a campaign of intellectuals leading the people to
Enlightenment. The difficulty of determining heroes and villains in this
story is illustrated in the differing roles of Edmund Gibson, bishop of
London, in persecuting Woolston and earlier in withstanding Francis
Atterbury's attempts to empower the lower house of convocation as a
means of regulating the public's religious conduct. Herrick does not
discuss the latter contest because it did not involve deists, but Gibson
might have done more for toleration in the convocation crisis than
Woolston did in giving the blasphemy law bad publicity. To the alert, this
stretch of history has lessons to teach about systems in which censure or
denunciation are paths to advancement, and about organized zealotry that
seeks power and arrogates morality to itself so as to defame opposition.
To apply Hume's taxonomy, such factions of principle, which have as their
object people's minds and souls, are more dangerous than factions of
interest like Walpole's placemen, who were not overly concerned with
right-mindedness. Our own situation is as fluid and confusing as that de-
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scribed above, but with some agility of mind one ought to be able to see
&om which direction danger is most likely to come.

*

Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury,
CharacterisHcks of Men,Manners, Opinions, Times. Ed.
Philip Ayres. 2 vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press,1999. Pp.
xxxviii + 331 + 397. $115.00 each volume. Shaftesbury,
Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times. Ed.
Lawrence E. Klein. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1999. Pp. xxxvii + 490. $85.00 (hardcover). $30.00
(paperback). Shaftesbury, Characteristicks of Men,
Manners, Opinions, Times. Foreword by Douglas Den
Uyl. 3 vols. Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2001. Pp. xxi +
224 + 247 + 323. $60.00 (hardcover). $36.00 (paperback).
Reviewed by Scott Paul Gordon, Lehigh University
For nearly a hundred years, scholars faced a difficult choice over which
text of Shaftesbxiry's Characteristicksto cite. The standard edition, produced
by J. M. Robertson in 1900, was readily available, even reprinted twice in
the 1960s—once as a paperback that remains on many scholars' shelves.
We owe a debt to Robertson (and his reprinters) for making the
Characteristicks accessible, but his choice to modernize the text—^revising
the punctuation and removing the italics, the capitalization, and the
contractions that, studies have shown, Shaftesbury deliberately de
ployed—^prompted many scholars to cite early editions that display these
stylistic devices with which Shaftesbury constructed his voice and framed
his arguments. This choice, however, ensured that many readers would be
unable to trace these citations from early editions of the Characteristicksvs\
their copy of Robertson. Some recent studies (Prince, Hundert, Rivers,
Markley, Barrell, Wol^ cite early editions of the Characteristicks", others
(Marshall, MuUan, Barker-Benfield, Norton, Darwall) cite Robertson's
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edition. Lawrence Klein's superb Shajiesbuiy and the Culture of Politeness
(Cambridge University Press, 1994) cites an early edition but supplies
corresponding page numbers from Robertson. Many who cite from
Robertson, such as David Marshall mThe Figure ofTheater:Shafiesbuty, Defoe,
Adam Smith, and George Eliot (Columbia University Press, 1986), assure
readers that they have consulted earlier editions and have even "restored
the eighteenth-century punctuation or typography where.. .Shaftesbury's
emphasis was lost in modernization" (243 n. 6).
Long torn by this difficult choice, scholars now confront an
embarrassment of riches: the last five years have seen new editions of
Shaftesbury's Characteristicks from Oxford's Clarendon Press, from
Cambridge University Press, and from the Liberty Fund. In 1981, it is true,
a Standard Edition, published in Stuttgart and offering parallel texts in
German and English, began to appear. But this edition not only rearranges
and segregates into separate volumes (supposedly by subject matter) the
texts that Shaftesbury carefully arranged and intertwined but also expels
Shaftesbury's notes to a separate volume; its editorial procedures have
been severely critiqued by Richard Wolf (Modern Philology, 81 [1983-84]:
311-16).
Philip Ayres's Clarendon Press edition and Lawrence Klein's
Cambridge edition make some similar choices. Both exclude two pieces,
"The Notion of the Historical Draught or Tablature of the Judgment ofHercules" and a 'Letter Concerning Design," first printed with the
Characteristicks only after Shaftesbvuy's death; scholars agree that Shafte
sbury never meant these texts to be part of the Characteristicks. Both the
Clarendon Press and Cambridge edition provide excellent introductions
to Shaftesbury's culture and his thought, and each editor supplies, along
with Shaftesbury's own notes, his own explanatory notes, which are useful
without being intrusive. (Ayres places his at the end of each volume,
making them more difficult to consult but preventing any confusion
between Shaftesbury's notes and his own; Klein includes his own and
Shaftesbury's on the same page, marking his own with letters and
Shaftesbury's with numbers.) Although the Clarendon Press and Cam
bridge editions relyon different early editions of the Characteristicks 2L% their
copy-text, both consult and recognize a unique volume's authority: a copy
of the first edition of the Characteristicks (1711), preserved in the British
Library, that contains numerous corrections or alterations made in
Shaftesbury's hand (and in the hands of his secretaries) in preparation for
a second edition that he never lived to see in print.
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Philip Ayres's edition takes this unique volume as its copy-text. As
Ayres explains, Shaftesbury directed the printer (John Darby) preparing
the second edition to follow his marked-up copy in which he consistendy
altered "that" to "which" or "who," eliminated aU instances of ten or more
consecutive monosyllabic words, excised as often as possible the word
"but," changed some spellings, and indicated typographical alterations to
better mark the beginning of new sections. As Ayres writes, "the minute
attention Shaftesbury bestowed on both the substantives and accidentals
of the first edition in revising it" (1: xxxvi) justifies treating the British
Library set as the authoritative text of the Characteristicks. Most of these
changes were incorporated into the second edition that Darby prepared.
So why not rely on the second edition? Ayres shows convincingly (1:
xxiv—xxxvi) that Darby, perhaps attempting to realize the proposed
improvements (but thinking that Shaftesbury had missed some instances),
introduced changes that muddy the sense of passages that had been clear
in the form Shaftesbury left them. Ayres relies on the second edition only
for the engravings that first appear there (Shaftesbury directed their
design). Ayres bases his text, then, on the first edition but incorporates the
verbal and aesthetic changes Shaftesbury proposed for the second: the
Clarendon Press
rigorously preserves Shaftesbury's spelling,
punctuation, italics, capitalization of nouns, contractions, glosses (that in
An Inquiry Concerning Virtue, or Merit appear within a paragraph to
summarize its content), words in full-caps at each paragraph's start, and
original (and fascinating) Index. With the appearance of this edition,
scholars finally have the authoritative scholarly text of Shaftesbury's
Characteristicks that we have long needed.
Lawrence Klein's edition is part of the Cambridge Texts in the
History of Philosophy series and, in accord with this series' standards, the
text modernizes the spelling and punctuation of Shaftesbvuy's text. This
text will certainly be useful, as the series intends, for "student[s]...at
undergraduate and postgraduate level" as well as of interest to "a wider
audience of readers." Klein relies for his copy-text on the second edition
(1714), though the stakes of this decision are minimized since many
variants between first and second edition disappear once you modernize
spelling and punctuation. But Klein's edition, as he admits, makes
"sigmficant alterations" in the "format" of Shaftesbury's text beyond
matters of spelling or punctuation. Most notably, he disassembles the
many paragraphs within which Shaftesbury creates dialogues among
different voices, separating out each voice in its own paragraph, as in a
modern novel. He also substitutes English prose translations for Shaftes-
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paragraph's prose (Shaftesbury indented them as verse). This choice makes
the text easier to read for those of us who need to consult a footnote for
a translation, but it risks encouraging readers to forget that Shaftesbury
aimed his text at elite, gentlemanly audience and that the text's format
materially reproduced, indeed helped police, this effort. Klein's text also
eliminates the intraparagraph glosses, which is unfortunate because it is
largely in these glosses that Shaftesbury used the term for which he was
known in his own time and in ours, the "Moral Sense" (Ayres, 1: 209,
210); this modernixed edition almost makes this term disappear (though
not quite: see 180). One choice that has made the Cambridge edition more
difficult to read is the removal from each page of those treatises divided
into books, parts, and sections any indication of where one is: when one
opens the Inquiry, for instance, to p. 172 on which a "Section 3" begins,
one must flip many pages before finding that this is Section 3 of Part ii
(167) of Book I (163).
An extended example conveys the difference between the two
editions. Here is Ayres's Clarendon Press version:
UPON the whole;whoever has a firm Belief of a GOD, whom
he does not merely ca// good, but of whom in reality he believes
nothing beside real Good.. .such a Person believing Rewards or
Retributions in another Life, must believe them annex'd to real
Goodness and Merit, real Villany and Baseness, and not to any
accidental Qualitys or Circumstances, in which respect they
cannot properly be stil'd Rewards, or Punishments, but cc^ricious
Distributions ofHafypiness or Unhappiness to Creatures. These are the
only Terms on which the Belief of a World to come, can happily
influence the Believer. And on these Terms, and by virtue of
this Belief, Man perhaps may retain his Virtue and Integrity,
even under the hardest Thoughts of human Nature; when either
by any ill Circumstance or untoward Doctrine, he is brought to
that unfortunate Opinion of Virtue's being naturally an Enemy to
Happiness in Life. (1: 223)
Here is Klein's Cambridge version:
Upon the whole, whoever has a firm belief of a god whom he
does not merely call good but of whom in reality he believes
nothing beside real good...such a person, believing rewards or
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retributions in another life, must believe them annexed to real
goodness and merit, real villainy and baseness, and not to any
accidental qualities or circumstances, in which respect they
cannot properly be styled rewards or punishments, but capri
cious distributions of happiness or unhappiness to creatures.
These are the only terms on which the belief of a world to come
can happily influence the believer. And on these terms, and by
virtue of this belief, man perhaps may retain his virtue and
integrity, even under the hardest thoughts of human nature,
when either by any ill circumstance or untoward doctrine he is
brought to that unfortunate opinion of Virtue's being naturally
an enemy to happiness in life. (189-90)

Klein's text is easier to read, but it achieves its readability at a cost. By
tidying up the original punctuation, he makes Shaftesbury's prose more
formal than it seems in the original, in which one noun phrase seems to
provoke, almost as an afterthought, another ("A good Poet, and an honest
Historian" becomes "a good poet and an honest historian" [Ayres, 1: 67;
Klein, 67]). Removing the italics in the opening sentence diminishes its key
contrast, the stark opposition between those who only "call' God good
and those who truly "believ^' this. Klein preserves the emphasis on the
passage's closing phrase (^'Virtue's being naturally an Enemy to Happiness in
Ufd') by placing it in quotation marks, but he does not treat an earlier
phrase (^'capricious Distributions of Happiness or Unhappiness to Creature^') the
same way, despite the fact that both phrases identify beliefs that Shaftes
bury considers mistaken.By italicizing both Shaftesbury helps readers see
their identity, but removing the italics from the first phrase ensures that it
disappears into the rest of the paragraph. Klein's version, too, omits the
gloss ("Theism," absent from my transcription but present in Ayres's
edition) that named for readers the phenomenon the passage explores.
Of course Klein does not aim to offer a scholarly edition, and his
Cambridge text admirably fulfills its mission to provide a readable and, in
paperback, affordable text. It seems destined to occupy the position that
Robertson's edition formerly held, and will be used in many classrooms.
The Cambridge edition does face, however, some competition for this
classroom market, since the Liberty Fund has issued an inexpensive
Characteristicks. Introduced by Douglas Den Uyl, this edition prints an
original-spelling text based on the edition (1732) that first included both
"The.. .Judgment of Hercules" and the "Letter Concerning Design." The
Liberty Fund edition includes these treatises as well as the engravings
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Shaftesbiiry supervised; its three-volume form preserves the eighteenthcentury division of the Characteristickr, each page contains marginal,
bracketed references to the page numbers of Shaftesbury's original text
(which enables the inclusion of Shaftesbury's Index without any alter
ation). The Liberty Fund set, however, provides no explanatory notes
whatsoever (it does print Shaftesbury's own notes), and this choice, along
with Klein's superb introduction in the Cambridge edition, will guarantee
that many will prefer the Cambridge text. Indeed, its modernixed spelling
and punctuation makes the Cambridge text, I think, more useful in the
undergraduate classroom. We are fortunate to have all these new editions:
one wishes only that Oxford University Press would issue Ayres's text in
paperback. His authoritative edition deserves to be more available to
scholars and students alike.

Barbara Benedict, Curiosity: A Cultural History of
Early Modern Inquiry. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2001. Pp. ix + 321. $45.00.
Reviewed by Jack Lynch, Rutgers University, Newark
Eighteenth-century Britain was well stocked with wonders. The ESTC lists
1,285 tides from1660 to1800 containing the word "wonderful," including
A. Wonderful Dream, The Wonderful Praise of Mon^, Wonderful Nems from the
Paver of Thames, A WondefulProphery ^ One CalledNixon,even The Wonderful
Wonder of Wonders. In 1783, the showman Gustavus Katterfelto advertised
his wares: "WONDERS! WONDERS! WONDERS! and WONDERS!" (212).
Benedict might have used Katterfelto's motto to tout her own book, a
scholarly curiosity cabinet densely packed with all manner of wonders.
"Curiosity" can mean nigh on anything—and in this book it does.
The common nouns in the index give some sense of Curiosi^s range:
advertising, alchemy, ambition, animals, antiquities, archaeology, art,
atheism, authenticity, autographs, ballooning, biography, birth, body, book
trade, broadsides....This heterogeneity is the book's greatest strength and
its greatest weakness. There are passages on freaks (dwarfs, hermaphro-
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dites), technology (balloons, telescopes), collections (Wunderkammern,
museums), performances (circuses, magic tricks), sexuality (masturbation,
voyeurism), genres (Gothic, verse satire), and indeed anything else that
catches Benedict's eye.The only clear principle of inclusion is chronology;
the study focuses on the long eighteenth century, 1660 to 1820, when
curiosity "took on distinct historical shapes" (2).
Benedict gives us hints of an argument about how attitudes toward
curiosity changed over time: "Restoration inquirers were socially identified
by their exercise of a newly sanctioned curiosity"; "the curious of the early
eighteenth centurywere playing an already conventional, fashionable role";
"In the second half of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the
nineteenth, English culture portrays curiosity as the willful penetration of
the borders of belief and as the deliberate disruption of established
distinctions of nature and culture" (246-47). But readers lose sight of this
argument too easily and too often, and Curiosity flits from topic to topic
without developing a coherent thesis. Fascinating things are said along the
way, but the arrangement of the material into chapters feels arbitrary
almost any paragraph could be put in almost any chapter without much
loss of coherence.
The strength of CuriosityMcs in both the passing observations and the
larger themes woven throughout the book. Benedict makes many
interesting remarks about the "cultural logic" of curiosity, beginning with
its troublesome moral stams. Though curiosity is (like pride) among the
twenty-first century's cardinal virtues, it was one of the deadliest early
modern sins: "a mark of threatening ambition," "a perceptible violation
of species and categories" (2). Or, as Benedict puts it in her conclusion,
"Cxiriosity is the expression of the contest between individual and public
truth" (253), and it is no surprise that social institutions promoted the
latter at the expense of the former. Seventeenth-century developments in
scientific method and epistemology, though, had the inquisitive seeker at
their center. As empiricism grew in importance, what was traditionally
denounced as impertinent and even immoral began to grow respectable.
"Scientists, journalists, women, critics, collectors, parvenu middle-class
consumers, and social reformers asked questions that challenged the status
quo" (2). The result was a long and sometimes bitter debate over what to
do with this wild and often subversive force.
For many in the Restoration and eighteenth century, the answer was
to channel it, to control it, and if all else failed to repress it. Benedict
therefore gives more attention to the attempts to regulate curiosity than to
curiosity itself. Her clearest statement of a thesis concerns this point:
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"early modern culture represents curiosity as cultural ambition, the desire
to escape one's social role and to possess, control, or dominate culture,
and.. .those who exhibit curiosity are depicted as upstarts who challenge
the order of nature and societ/' (22-23). Much of the book catalogues the
ways in which curiosity was controlled, whether attacked in satires and
sermons or "channel[e(^... into safe forms," including the "publicly
controlled spectatorship of curiosities" such as in the British Museum
(200). The most impressive insight arises from the ambiguity of the word
curious. The adjective can modify both people and things—a curious
person is drawn to cvuious objects—and Benedict is acute on the relation
between the two. Those who would regulate curiosity, she argues, tried "to
make curious men and women curiosities" (89), turning the observers of
the freakish into freaks themselves. "By asking how a curious person
becomes a curious object," she says, "this book maps the fluid exchange
between agency and objectivity, curiosity and curiousness" (2). Many of
the most illuminating passages detail the rhetoric by which disruptive
agents were turned into less threatening objects.
Most of the book deals with curious men, who naturally left more
textual traces of their curiosity, but chapter 3 ("From the Curious to the
Curio") gives particular attention to curious women. It was a woman's
ciuiosity, after all, that lost paradise, and the inquisitive gossip is a favorite
satirical target throughout history. In the long eighteenth century in
particular, as women became increasingly prominent in the public sphere,
moralists and satirists "sexualized the tendency to pry into matters outside
the public and masculine realm" (154). The answers in this sec
tion—^informed by the work of Felicity Nussbaum, Patricia Spacks, Terry
Castle, Margaret Doody, and others—are not always persuasive, but the
questions are certainly worth asking, and are likely in turn to inform the
work of future femitiist cultural historians.
Benedict works with an impressive collection of primary texts, most
of which will be unfamiliar to most readers: Admirable Curiosities, ^Rarities
and Wonders in England, Scotland and Ireland (1710); The Peeper: Being a Sequel
to The Curious Maid (1721); The Constructing of Air Balloons for the Grand
Monarque iyiB^\Astl^'s System ofEquestrianE^cation, Exhibitingthe Beauties
and Defects of the Horse (1804); and so on, through hundreds of forgotten
works from broadsides to treatises. Many are delightful, but the reader is
wearied by the quick march from text to text, with only a sentence or two
on each before it is time to move on to another. More familiar works do
make their appearance, but here Benedict is not at her best: the comments
on The Rape of the Lock, Gulliver's Travels, and The Mysteries ofUdolpho have
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a perfunctory feel. She also makes the occasional error—^referring
repeatedly to the protagonist of Shelley's novel as "Dr. Frankenstein," for
instance (Victor was a third-year chemistry undergraduate). She attributes
The Wonderful Wonder of Wonders to Swift without the caveat that many
believe it to be by Thomas Sheridan, and when Johnson writes of "the
variations of the needle" in 'Rambler 19, he means not gravitation but
magnetism. Such mistakes are not fatal, but they do arouse suspicion that
similar carelessness may mar the discussions of less well known works.
Benedict has sorted through a staggering amount of bizarre and
engaging material, and every reader will be struck by dozens of amusing
and absorbing anecdotes. The result is a sometimes exhausting book, with
its great loads of evidence rarely coming together to form a thesis. Three
hundred pages of one wonder after another can be tiring. Despite its
structural flaws and occasional lapses of attention, though, Curiosity is a
serious and impressive work of cultural studies, and it shows deep thought
and wide reading. It deserves, and likely will have, a wide readership.

Leah Price. The Anthology and the Rise of the Novel
From Richardson to George Eliot. Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 2000. Pp. vii + 224. $55.00.
Reviewed by Janine BarchaSy University of Texas,
Austin
"Now for the cream"—]ane Austen, Emma (1816)
An academic book review readily participates in the distillation, abridg
ment, expurgation, quotation, and excerption that,Price argues, constitutes
anthologizing in all its forms. The ideal book review should "distinguish
the froth and whipped-syllabub...from the cream" as judiciously as
Belford expurgates Lovelace's rakish language from the letters to Clarissa.
In turn, readers of reviews resemble consumers of anthologies. Readers
eagerly embrace reviews as shorthand access to larger tomes, only vaguely
acknowledging that the excerpted material features as much because it is
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representative as because it is decidedly different. Not every line makes for
a good pull quote.
Leah Price opens her study of the anthology's impact on the early
novel by defining the anthology as a synechdotal act that extends well
beyond the literary collection or even the printed book—anything that
implicitly invokes the "gentleman's agreement to take the parts of a work
for the whole" (2). Price enumerates how "anthology-pieces ornament
tombstones, inspire advertisements, occasion sermons, vertebrate
dictionaries" (2). While in some hands such a kaleidoscopic approach
might threaten to align the insipid poetic tag of a modern Hallmark card
with a judiciously chosen quotation in Johnson's Dictionary, in Price's
increasingly focused argument such opening data maps a vibrant "culture
of the except" in which she relocates the emerging novel (5). At first
glance. Price's premise surprises, since the novel's characteristic prolixity
immunized the genre against easy anthologizing. By pointing out how
pervasive anthology pieces are in literature and literary criticism, where
extracts and quotations underwrite the discipline. Price begins to show
how early novelists—^particularly Samuel Richardson and George
Eliot—^participate in the reigning penchant for anthology pieces, collec
tions, and abridgments of all sorts. Clarissa's commonplace-book and
Pamela's biblical recitations suddenly appear here of a piece with
Rosamond Vincy's ornately covered Keepsake and Harriet Smith's knotty
riddle collection.
To tout (as its own jacket blurb does) Price's unique approach as a
brave interdisciplinary mix of traditional book history, gender studies, and
narrative theory, is to circumscribe its potential audience. Hopefully this
captivatingly written and important volume has—^by now—garnered a
wider audience than its own, rather bland, tide invites. First of all, this slim
book is not about "the anthology" per se; nor is it concerned merely with
the early novel and its Wattian rise. Even if you don't ever teach from,
research, or compile a literary anthology, or if the early novel lies outside
of your research interests, you might still find yourself profitably skimming
this thought-provoking book.
In fact, skimming. Price neatly observes, resembles abridging, just as
skipping resembles anthologizing. In the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, as now, the pace of reading was morally valenced. These
valences are neither constant nor internally consistent.Johnson famously
chastised those who sped through Richardson merely"for the plot" rather
than relishing him slowly, "for the sentiment," while at least one
nineteenth-century critic primly pronounces a reader of an unabridged
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Clarissa as "dawdling" (59). While a reader's impatience might change
"from a symptom of idleness to a mark of industry," such diagnostics of
reading are, Price shows, judged against decidedly gendered models of
reading (59). Johnson extends his criticism of the impatient reader of
Richardson to the reader of the anthology more generally when, in his
Preface to Shakespeare, he compares those who praise Shakespeare for his
axiomatic wit (the standard aesthetic emphasis on literary quotability
supported an entire industry of "Beauties" and collections for ready
memorization) to "the pedant in Hierocles, who, when he offered his
house to sale, carried a brick in his pocket as a specimen" (78). And this
from the most famous self-confessed skimmer/skipper of the age ("No,
sir, do you read books through?"). Indeed, Johnson's own exceiptsaturated career as editor, compiler, hack, and quipper has, literally,
become the synecdoche of The Age of Johnson. Price's argument about
the novel genre traces the mobius strip of such self-contradiction,
describing how "the campaign against narrative greed in which novelists
deployed the anthology-piece remained at odds with the batde against
soUpsistic reading that they inherited more directly from the anthology"
(99).
Unsurprisingly, Samuel Richardson looms large in Price's study.
Richardson, his fictional characters, and his real-world readers have all
dedicated enormous energy to abstracting, indexing, compiling, and
abridging. Price argues for the centrality of the anthology to Richardson's
work, provocatively asserting that each of his novels "takes an anthologist
for its heroine" (13). Price takes to task those critics who dismiss all
abridgments of Richardson's novel and accuses them of preferring the
"apocryphal villagers who supposedly rang the church bells to celebrate
Pamela's wedding" to "the very real people who used abridgments to
short-circuitRichardson's prolixity" (20). "The critical profession's vested
interest in believing that people can be turned on by reading has deprived
us," asserts Price, "of any language with which to describe what happens
when books turn readers off (20). Price aims to shape the new vocabu
lary.
If in this full cream treat there float some bits of froth, these consist
of the book's unsatisfying organizational trimmings. For example, the tripart structure of the argument (a chapter on Richardson, a second chapter
on the function and history of anthologies generally, and a final chapter on
George Eliot) seems unduly compartmentalized in such a short book (156
pages of argument with 50 more of copious notes). While the primary title
of the book promises a discussion ranging "from Richardson to Eliot" the
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book effectively delivers analytical spikes in "Richardson
Eliot" The
titles of the three chapters ("Richardson's Economies of Scale," "Cultures
of theCommonplace," and "George Eliot and the Production of Consum
ers") as well as the book's subheadings ("Writing Against the Moment" in
chapter 1 or "Knox's scissor-doings" in chapter 2) lack the necessary
information to either preview forthcoming argument or stand as markers
to facilitate a reader's re-perusal. Why are the closing sections to the three
chapters differently labeled 'Tostscript," "Coda," and "Conclusion"?
While Price excels at reading the quotes and quips of others, her own
distillations lack potency as excerpted headings.
The cream lies in Price's original articulations of observed detail and
her rich readings of the anthology pieces found in the novels of Richard
son and Eliot, and—to a lesser extent—^in Austen, Scott, and Radcliffe.
Her line of argument, that the history of the novel and the anthology are
intertwined, is utterly compelling. Price writes with enviable grace and
refreshing good humor. Born up by Price's own observations that
skimming and skipping are valid approaches to reading, I urge the reader
to skim at will and go straight for the abundant dollops of cream.

Angela Keane, Women Writers and the English Nation
in the 1790s: Romantic Belongings. Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 2000. Pp. ix + 200. $55.00.
Reviewed by Devoney Loosery University of Missouri
Issues of gender and nationalism have become central in feminist
historical scholarship, countering the myth that women writers were
positioned outside of imagined communities. Angela Keane's Women
Writers and the English Nation in the 1790sis a significant contribution to that
project, at once nuanced and compelling. Keane neither sentimentali2es
the opening up of possibilities for, nor downplays the restrictions faced by,
English women in regard to "Romantic nationalism." The book largely
focuses on the figure of "the woman who wanders" (3) from the nation,
whether literally or figuratively, and who thus divests herself of home and
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femininity, as her role was supposed to be limited to "maternal reproduc
tion" (5). The picture that emerges is not one of hopeful possibility. Keane
describes a milieu in which writers marshaled differing techniques to enter
into discussions about nationalisms, whether to perform, promote, or
resist them (16).
This book is part "feminist historical recoveiy" (1) and part an
examination of "the 'proliferation' of meanings of Englishness and
national belonging in the 1790s, aiming to fracture rather than complete
the historical map of a literary period" (2). It productively deepens our
knowledge of the issues at stake, as well as the five writers it considers:
Ann Radcliffe, Helen Maria Williams, Charlotte Smith, Mary Wollstonecraft, and Hannah More. Keane finds moments of similarity among these
writers, notably their use of the discourse of the public sphere to "imagine
themselves as participating citizens" (7). Keane deems these writers
"representative in their typicality" (16), a dubious claim in an otherwise
sensible volume.
Chapter 1, "Introduction: Romantic Belongings," situates its work
among previous scholars' and explains its choice to invoke "belongings"
in three different senses. First, belongings s^al "owned goods," which
applies to women and eighteenth-century contract law (2). Second,
belonging "evokes a metaphorical form of ownership," such as "sharing
theinterests of other people" (2). This kind of belonging, when expressed
in terms of nationhood, is "deliberately tautological" in that belonging to
a nation holds out the possibility of full and equal participation for all (2).
Finally, belonging signifies in its participle "longing," a "dynamic of
desire" "endemic to national discourse" (2). The multiple senses of
belonging are raised in relation to the actual movements of women
authors, their narratives of nations and travels, and the actions of their
fictional characters (3).
In her chapter on Radcliffe, "Domesticating the Sublime: Ann
Radcliffe and Gothic Dissent," the wandering in question is, first,
Radcliffe's own in her Journ^ Made in the Summer of1794 and second, that
of her various female protagonists. Keane continues previous conversa
tions about the political implications of Radcliffe's use of the picturesque,
arguing that Radcliffe's picturesque is specifically Protestant and bureau
cratic, designing a landscape version of the panopticon (37). The chapter
concentrates on The Italian,and Keane's interpretations are engaging, if not
as original as those in subsequent chapters. The most intriguing claim
comes at the end of the discussion, when Keane suggests of The Italiarls
volcanic, nuptial ending that its "ambivalent image of the energy of
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popular action associated with the eruptive potential of the volcano"
threatens to "subsume the liberal proprietors," the newlyweds (46). In this
ambivalence, Keane reads Radcliffe as offering "an uncertain vision of
historical progress, signaling either doubt in the liberalism which she had
once confidently espoused or fear of the popular consciousness for which
liberals had claimed to stand" (46-47).
The book's most striking chapter is its third, "Forgotten Sentiments:
Helen Maria Williams's Tetters from France.'" The chapter begins with
a discussion of the appreciative sonnet a young William Wordsworth
wrote to Williams. Though Keane ruminates on why WilUams later drops
out of Wordsworth's (and the general public's) pantheon, the chapter is
primarily concerned with her writings and movements in France. Keane
highlights "Williams's sense of political and social belonging... [which] left
her in exile from a literary establishment looking for a manly English
tradition" (50). Keane describes how, after Williams was imprisoned
during the Terror, her sense of citi2enship shifts: "her sense of national
belonging recedes to a purely English identity when she is imprisoned in
a convent. She is unable to imagine the international community that she
had hoped to unite through her correspondence" (69). Keane argues that
in her LeUers, Williams is "reduced to the status of a motherless Gothic
heroine, in flight from phantoms and despots, exiled from home and
comfort, in mourning for France" (70). Keane holds up Williams as a
writer who "signifies her faith in the 'extra-national' public sphere, not the
Romantic national kind" (79), a factor that may have led to posthumous
"relative obscurity," but also marks out Williams as a figure shaped by the
changing nature of "the public sphere" and national literatures (80).
Chapter 4, "Exiles and Emigres: The Wanderings of Charlotte
Smith," deals with Desmond, The Banished Man, The Old Manor House, and
The Young Philosopher. Looking at Desmond, Keane's thesis is that "Rather
than capitulating to nationalist sentiment. Smith demonstrates the
pervasively patriarchal logic of revolutionary thought, its attachment to the
familial model of the nation, and to the subordination of women" (88).
Readings of the other novels also stress the ways in which Smith depicts
"Britain's attenuated status as a promised land" with "insufficiently or
unevenly distributed resources" (105). As Keane concludes, "Smith's
fictions.. .are dark romances about literal and metaphorical exde, about
populating and cultivating new spaces and leaving England—at least in the
corrupt form that Smith envisaged it—^behind," and also leaving readers
"haunted by signs of fracture" (106). The chapter incorporates a greater
number of novels and a larger amount of plot sximmary than is judicious.
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"Mary WoUstonecraft and the National Body," chapter 5, focuses on
the "symbolic value of the mother in Romantic nationalism" because "in
the 1790s the matter of the maternal body had an increasingly ambivalent
status as a producer of national wealth" (108). Keane shows how
WoUstonecraft tries to "reinscribe ethical relations into the operations of
the market" (120), using as evidence statements from Vindicatiom^ An
Historical and Moral View of the Origin and Progress ofthe French Revolution, and
Letters Written During a Short Residence in Sweden, Denmark, and Norwe^, as
weU as private letters to Gilbert Imlay. Offering a corrective to those
feminist scholars who have seen WoUstonecraft advocating the restriction
of female sexuaUty to productive maternity, Keane shows that WoUstonecraft's later critiques of capitaUsm arecentral to understanding her position
on motherhood. EspedaUy in her Letters, WoUstonecraft "attacks a society
in which men are encouraged to 'spend' more than they can afford, where
women are not equipped to control their sexual and financial economies
but are frequendy left to pick up the biU of caring for chUdren inside and
outside the marriage" (124). For WoUstonecraft, "Uving in a culture that
depended on the aUenation of mind from matter...home was hard to put
a name to" (132).
The book's final chapter, 'Tatrician, PopuUst, and Patriot: Harmah
More's Counter-Revolutionary NationaUsm," is a valuable addition to
recent studies of this author, who has proven poUticaUy difficult to pin
down. Keane argues that "the radical-reactionary binary is an inadequate
framework with which to approach" this time period, whether discussing
Hannah More or any of the previously considered authors. Rather,
Keane's project is to show the ways in which More understood the
"potential to mobiUse thepower of print for the counter-revolutionary and
national cause" (134). Keane argues that, despite More's official logic to
maintain the status quo, her tactics were enabling to reformers (156).
Taking into account a number of her works, as weU as incidents such as
the Blagdon Controversy, Keane presents a credible picture of the poUtical
complexities of More and nationaUsm.
In the brief Afterword, Keane brings together threads from previous
chapters to claim that women often occupied (and continue to occupy)
"oddly detached" roles in dvil society, and that "women's participation in
the public sphere is marked by its vicariousness" (160). Keane connects
the 1790s to today, ruminating on the feminixation of the workplace, the
status of women in higher education, and the need for maternity leave. She
concludes that the "legacy of these wandering women" of the 1790s is in
our recovery and contextualization; we must "come to an understanding
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of women's conditions in the present in the hope of changing the future"
(161). It is to the great credit of this book that it does not seek only what
we might want to find, in the form of feminist foremothers, subversives,
and heroines. On the contrary, Keane unearths the specific ways in which
some women writers of the 1790s played a part in conversations about
nations and nationalism—a picture thatis bolstering and disheartening, by
turns.

Annibel Jenkins, I'll Tell You What: The Life of Eliza
beth Inchhald. Lexington: University Press of Ken
tucky, 2003. Pp. viii + 596. $39.95.
Reviewed by Lance Wilcox, Elmhurst College
With the publication of Annibel Jenkins's long, newsy biography of
Elkabeth Inchbald, something approaching a scandal in eight
eenth-century scholarship has happily ended. Until Jenkins's work, the
only full-length biography of Inchbald was James Boaden's rather
condescending Memoirs of Mrs. Inchbald, published 170 years ago. Inchbald
has been the object of increasing scholarly attention since the first stirrings
of modern feminist criticism, but the only account of her life since
Boaden's was a short derivative work in 1987. For a writer of Inchbald's
importance, the absence of a full-scale scholarly biography has been
remarkable, not to say galling.
Most readers know Inchbald as the author oiA Simple Story. In the
context of her career, however, the novel represents little more than a side
road, a playwright's experiment with fiction. Inchbald's real energies went
elsewhere. As Jenkins tells us, Inchbald led "a professional career that
made her the leading woman playwright of the eighteenth century, made
her novel A Simple Story one of the most important pieces of fiction in the
1790s, and gave her the knowledge to write criticism of the plays in The
British Theatre, establishing a precedent for all the theatre criticism in the
first half of the nineteenth century" (2—3). Even this doesn't capture the
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full extent of Inchbald's achievement, however, as her work as a writer
followed years on the stage.
Jenkins presents Inchbald's career against the wide, colorful, crowded
canvas of the British theatrical world of the late 1700s. Her book, in fact,
should find its widest audience among students of theatre history. Jenkins
does a fine job of portraying daily life on the eighteenth-century stage,
starting with the harum-scarum existence of the "strollers." She vividly
describes Inchbald and her husband Joseph chasing from one provincial
town to another, traveling hazardous roads or coping with high seas,
studying their roles and tending their costumes, only to find themselves
playing in a drafty Scottish barn before an audience the worse for drink.
After some years of this, during which they suffered serious deprivations,
they finally found stability in TateWilkinson's theater in York. While here,
however, Joseph died after eight years as Elizabeth's husband and mentor,
and she went on alone to London. Her career there allows Jenkins to
continue her examination of the workings of the theater community: how
scripts were selected, plays cast, copyrights negotiated, actors traded
among managers. Jenkins offers us an insider's view of the theater of
Garrick, Sheridan, and Colmah: the period in which dramatic artists
solidified their place in the middle class, moving in the highest circles,
becoming bona fide celebrities, and sometimes, like Garrick, even getting
rich.
Few artists' lives read as much like a Hollywood romance as Inch
bald's. Raised on a farm by pious Catholic parents, Inchbald decided early
to become an actress. She brought to the task an excellent mind, fierce
determination, striking physical beauty, and a stutter. Overcoming the
stutter (though only on the stage), she left at eighteen to seek her fortune.
An old show biz cliche asserts that it takes about ten years for an
overnight success, and this proved almost literally true for Inchbald. Her
struggles to learn her craft were guided and encouraged byJoseph, almost
twenty years her senior. After his death, Elizabeth, now a twentysix-year-old widow, proceeded to establish herself as a regular on the
stages of Drury Lane, Covent Garden, and the Haymarket For all that,
however, she could never shake a certain stiffness in her manner and was
never going to be more than a reliable, pretty, second-string performer.
At thirty, she wrote a two-act farce and submitted it, at first anony
mously, to Colman at the Haymarket, who produced it to great applause.
She followed this up with a full-length comedy, I'll Tell You What, the
success of which turned the minor actress into a major playwright
Through the 1780s and 1790s, Inchbald was one of the most popular
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dramatists in London, writing original works as well as adaptingplays &om
France and Germany. Her two novels, A Simple Story and Nature and Art,
augmented her reputation, though without much helping her finances. In
•the early 1800s she embarked upon the final phase of her career when she
accepted a contract to write her "Remarks" for The British Theatre, a series
of 125 plays published in 25 volumes by the Longmans. LikeJohnson with
The Lives of the Poets, Inchbald had no control over the selection of the
plays; her task was merely to introduce and comment on each. In doing so
she drew heavily on her own professional experience, producing a de facto
history of the British stage in her time.Jenkins writes that though similar
criticism appeared through the century, "No other series...was so
successful, and no other prefatory 'remarks' were nearly so serious and
professional as Inchbald's" (453).
Jenkins provides detailed summaries of each of Inchbald's plays and
novels along with extended quotations allowing the reader to form a
judgment of Inchbald's abilities. Inchbald appears decidedly stronger as a
writer of comedy than of drama: her plots are exuberantly contrived and
her dialogue brisk and idiomatic, with something like Wilde's penchant for
elegant paradox. Her tragic dialogue, by contrast, tends to be cliche-ridden,
heavy-handed, and melodramatic. At her best, she projects a lightly acidic
view of human relationships and a canny understanding of her social
world. Her most significant theatrical contribution, however, may be the
omnipresent"Inchbald women" marked byindependence, wit, and, often,
impulsivity—traits that those who knew Inchbald recognized as her own.
All in all, she is a deft, unabashedly commercial entertainer, with a keen eye
on the box office and a gift for exploiting topical interests and events.
Jenkins gives us a compelling portrait of Inchbald as a professional's
professional, a consummate commercial artist; though as an account of
Inchbald the restless, curious, independent thinker, the biography is
somewhat disappointing. We know, for instance, that Inchbald was a
practicing Catholic in the England of the Gordon Riots, we have evidence
that she struggled with her religious faith and herphilosophevS&siSs,we know
she was somehow part of the Jacobin circle that formed around William
Godwin, and we know that late in life she returned with renewed
conviction to the Church. There is evidence here of a lively, probing,
passionate intellect at work, though Inchbald's ideological development is
only hghtly sketched in either Boaden or Jenkins. Boaden plays down the
radical nature of Inchbald's politics,Jenkins seems uncomfortable with her
religious concerns, and in neither case do her ideas receive the kind of
exposition one could wish.
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To some degree, the sources may dictate what sort of biography of
Inchbald is possible. Besides the literary works and some correspondence,
the main source for any Inchbald biography is her pocket-book diaries.
Here she recorded her activities each day, though her pages rarely yield
more than fragmentary, enigmatic phrases noting the people she saw, the
places she went, the plays she attended, and the projects she worked on.
The fullness and even existence of the pocket-books varies year by year.
(She apparently worked on a formal autobiography but destroyed it late in
life at the suggestion of her confessor.) We thus have a fine record of
Inchbald's social life but little about anything internal. This gap in the
source materials seems to have stymied both Boaden and Jenkins in their
attempts to trace Inchbald's intellectual development. Even granting this,
however, it seems Jenkins could have done more in her analyses of the
materials she had, especially the plays and novels themselves. Though she
presents the plots and themes of each, there is little attempt to trace
higher-order thematic developments across them.
Inchbald's story gains much of its interest from the relationships she
formed over her lifetime, and herejenkins's biography is most informative
and interesting. In many of her analyses, Jenkins finds herself having to
correct Boaden's long-standing testimony. Whereas Boaden, for instance,
dismisses the Inchbald marriage as little more than a professional
partnership, Jenkins describes Elizabeth as "determined, volatile, loving,"
Joseph as "a rather relaxed, affable person" and concludes with satisfying
finality, "Theirs was a good marriage" (22). She is equally decisive on the
popular tale of unrequited love between Inchbald and John Philip Kemble,
dismissing it as "speculation that has, following Boaden, been repeated as
a 'romantic' story that is certainly fiction within fiction" (277).
Fearing, perhaps, that it may be 2170 before the next full-scale
biography, Jenkins has produced a richly detailed, even sprawling account
of Inchbald's career. In doing so, she has provided an excellent foundation
for future studies. If the book doesn't go as far as one might wish in
exploring the development of Inchbald's thinking, it nonetheless does
much to make possible such interpretive work in the future. A scrupulous,
scholarly, authoritative biography of Elizabeth Inchbald has been long
overdue, and it's a pleasure to find it done with such thoroughness and
care.
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Bruce Redford, Designing the Life of Johnson. The Lyell
Lectures, 2001-2002. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002. Pp. XV + 181. $49.95
Reviewed by Lance Wilcox, Elmhurst College
Bruce Redford opens his series of six brisk, illuminating lectures on the
Life of Johnson by picking two fights; one with Virginia Woolf, the other
with Donald Greene. What's curious, though, is that he only really
disagrees with one of them. Redford quotes Woolfs claim that the
biographer is "a craftsman, not an artist; and his work is not a work of art
but something betwixt and between" (3). Woolf apparendy reserves the
word artist for a writer who both invents and shapes literarymaterial, while
she uses crcftsman for one who shapes a narrative from materials already at
hand. Redford wishes to defend the biographer's right to the tide of
"artist" by stressing the genre's distance from mere report: "My own
conviction.. .is that biography can and should mediate between history and
poetry." (4). He adds: "a successful biography both rfkcts a contingent
reality.. .and creates an internal reality of its own" (4). History and poetry,
factual data and literary creation—these define, it seems to me, the very
poles "betwixt and between"which Woolf suggests biography lies. If there
is more than a semantic difference between these positions, I don't see it.
What matters is Boswellznd how he came to write such a wonderful book.
Happily, Redford spends his other 160 pages providing lucid, interesting
answers to this question.
By contrast to his pillow fight with Woolf, Redford finds a deter
mined antagonist in Donald Greene, the "chief prosecuting attorney," as
Redford calls him, of Boswell's work (10). Redford summarizes Greene's
attack on the Life, noting his criticisms both of Boswell's accuracy as an
expositor of Johnson's thought and his artistry as Johnson's literary
portraitist. Redford focuses on the latter, and his demonstration of
Boswell's skillful, indefatigable efforts in shaping the Life demolishes these
charges.
The most common charge leveled against Boswell, of course, has
always been that of mere stenographer: the busy note-taker of legend.
Repeated efforts by scholars to assess this charge have resulted in careful
comparisons of Boswell's notes and journals with the published accounts
of conversations in the Life. Such studies have long since established that
Boswell hardly ever transcribed conversations as they occurred. As a rule.
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he made notes of the major topics, ideas, or phrases of a conversation as
soon after the event as possible, and filled these out months or even years
later as he needed them.
Redford, aware of this scholarly background, picks up the Life further
along in its development. In the course of editing the manuscript of the
Life, Redford pored over the original pages—"the foulest of foul papers,"
as he describes them (23)—along with two sets of annotated proofs,
canceled passages, notes, journals, and letters. The letters are mostly those
to Edmond Malone, the level-headed Shakespearean scholar who aided
and steadied Boswell throughout his labors.The entire "textual labyrinth"
of materials yields Redford a wealth of insights on how Boswell conceived
and reconceived, wrote and rewrote his book, over the years. Redford
notes with approval the observation by Paul Alkon that Boswell "deceler
ates" time through his use of conversations and letters, so that his reader
more nearly lives through than reads about the life of Johnson. Redford
achieves something similar in these lectures. By showing us sections of the
Life as Boswell wrote and refined them, he decelerates Boswell's process
of literary creation so that we see at first hand the rhetorical goals Boswell
set himself and the choices he made in reaching them. Redford declares
himself "committed to assessing the Life not only as product but also as
process" in order to provide "a more subtle, more vital assessment of
BosweE the designer—and an enhanced awareness of biography's power
to make life into art" (15).
In leading us through his examples, Redford demonstrates a
thorough command of the bibliographic situation; the events that
occurred, one by one, to produce the text of the Ufe of Johnson that we are
familiar with. Beyond this, he also brings to bear an acute sensitivity to the
nuances of Boswell's imagery and style. His book presents dozens of
"before and after" comparisons—from notes to draft, from draft to
proofs, from proofs to final—^with observations and analyses of the
changes Boswell makes. Redford practices a sort of intuitive readerresponse criticism; he assesses how a passage works on its reader as the
reader travels it. He also shows how Boswell, as he works, strengthens and
refines his effects. We follow thus two nested rhetorical chronologies: how
the (expected) reader responds, and how Boswell responds to his
(expected) readers' responses, subsequently reshaping his text to more
precisely control them. The effect of such analyses is, as Redford intends,
to document Boswell's dedication and skill as an artist.
After laying out these main lines of analysis, Redford develops his
case through five chapters titled, with impeccable parallelism, "Imprinting
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Johnson," "Representing Johnson," "Dramatizing Johnson," "Transmit
ting Johnson" (a better title might have been "Documenting Johnson"),
and "Taming Johnson." The fost, "Imprinting Johnson," tells of the
setting, correcting, and printing of the Ufe. In a chapter that's two parts
human interest and one part detective story, Redford rescues from
obscurity the compositors and corrector who turned Boswell's wild,
shaggy manuscript into a neat two-volume set. The complications of
Boswell's manuscript and his implicit trust in the surprisingly educated
compositors and corrector is such that the printer's men end up exercising
wide latitude in interpreting Boswell's sentences. We learn, for example,
that the arresting description of Johnson "buffeting his books" didn't
originate with Boswell. It resulted from a compositor's happy error in
reading Boswell's scrawl—an error that, upon correcting the proof, the
author had the good sense to leave intact.
"Representingjohnson" takes its cue from Boswell's metaphor of his
biography as a Flemish portrait: one characterized by attention to the
tiniest, most mundane detail and scrupulous in its fidelity to the original.
Bedford's reader-response analysis deepens our understandingof how the
textual images of Johnson actually work. Redford shows that Boswell's
most painterly descriptions generally set the stage for what Redford calls
a "conversion experience": a newcomer meets Johnson for the first time,
is repelled at his grotesque physicality, and is then won over by his
brilliance and wit. Readers of the Ufe will recall Bennet Langton's,
Elizabeth Porter's, or even Boswell's first introduction to the Great Man.
Further attention toBoswell's "painting" prompts the most startling claim
in Bedford's book. He notes that the fullest description of Johnson, the
"Character" at the end of theUfe, follows the curiously dry, flat, documen
tary account of his death.This, Redford argues, is a deliberate artistic ploy;
for after the disappointing death sequence, in which he virtually disap
pears, "Johnson returns to us as Jesus reappears to his disciples on the
road to Emmaus" (73). "The tactic," Redford writes, "is bold, surprising,
and even shocking" (73). True enough, if it's the tactic.
My own favorite of Bedford's chapters is "DramatizingJohnson," in
which he demonstrates Boswell's painstaking labors as biographical
playwright. In almost every chapter, Redford studies a handful of minor
revisions, giving us a feel for Boswell's craft, and then moves to an analysis
of larger, more significant developments. Here he focuses his attention on
two of Boswell's greatest scenes: the gathering at Garrick's house which
ends with Johnson's sternly furious description of the woman with the
"bottom of good sense," and then his meetingwith (and seduction by) the
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wily, urbane John Wilkes. The early versions of the Wilkes scene are
downright scary: Boswell nearly ruins the scene in draft after draft, and
then nails it in his last at-bat. When Boswell finally recognizes "And we
ashamed of him" as one of comedy's classic curtain lines, Redford's
listeners must have sighed with relief.
The last two chapters, "Transmitting Johnson" and "Taming
Johnson," deal with Boswell's use of Johnson's letters and his pervasive
softening of Johnson's ruggedness. Redford's analysis of the letters
answers the charge that Boswell "inserted letters mechanically by date,
thereby producing an awkward amalgam of anthology and chronicle"
(115). The evolving text demonstrates, in fact, that Boswell gave careful
thought to which letters to include, how much of each to quote or
summarize, how they might most effectively be arranged, and how they
should be introduced or framed. There is little here of accident and
nothing of mechanism. In the last chapter Redford examines just how far
BosweU went in softening his accounts of Johnson's more outrageous
words and deeds. Boswell appears simply unwilling to admit the intensity
of Johnson's ferocity, aggressiveness, and prejudice. His notes and drafts
reveal a more disturbing, unbalanced Johnson than we ever see in the Life.
The manuscript includes, for instance, a stunning line deleted from the
account of Johnson's mirth over Bennet Langton's will. In the midst of his
bellowing laughter,Johnson "roared out, 'I wonder to whom he'll leave his
legs?"' (148). A litde too close to the edge? Or too close to Swift perhaps?
In any case, Boswell loses his nerve and cuts it. Redford convinces us in
these elegant, insightful essays that Boswell was indeed a great, conscious,
and conscientious artist. But there are time when the raw report might
have been better.
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John Wiltshire, Recreating Jane Austen. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001. Pp. vii +179. $55.00.
Reviewed by Heidi Kaufman, University of Delaware
The surge of adaptations and appropriations of both Jane Austen's work
and "Jane Austen" in recent film and fiction make John Wiltshire's book
both timely and necessary. Wiltshire does not evaluate the veracity or
loyalty of these texts to primary sources, but focuses rather on the
psychological impulse to negotiate an unknowable past or filgure firom the
past through such recreations. Wiltshire explains, "to possess the past it
is necessary to remake it" (12). Thus, reading, interpreting, and creating
anew are practices by which we attain a kind of critical and historical
possession of Austen and her writing, not by misrepresenting, but
through the process of reading and re-creating.
Wiltshire roots his analysis of literary influence and our desire to
reproduce Austen in the work of pediatrician Donald Winnicott and the
social theorist Jessica Benjamin. Although Wiltshire is careful not to
disregard important distinctions between genres and artistic forms and the
differing material conditions that shape these texts, he focuses primarily
on the psychological motives for their creation and their relations to one
another. Wiltshire maintains that "If the mind is...actually built out of
'configurations of self in relation to others,' then it is possible that the
relations between texts may be illuminated by this parallel" (6). Along
these lines, Wiltshire shows how "creativity makes use of the other
person"—a process in which "progress in psychological life is a form of
consumption of the other which simultaneously respects the other's
independence" (6).
In his first chapter Wiltshire theorizes the impulse to read Austen's
work biographically or, by extension, to create Austen as the subject of
biography. "If we accept that biography appeals to a longing for further
intimacy with an artist who has seemed to partially, and therefore
tantalizingly disclose themself in their work," he explains, "we can perhaps
accept also that biography replicates the painful lesson we all leam at our
mother's breast, that identification cannot be continuous or complete, that
the fulfillment of our hunger must be interrupted and disappointed" (17).
Here, Wiltshire offers the mother/child rektionship as an analogy for
biographers faced with the task of controlling, producing, or possessing
their subject
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While Wiltshire's readings of these biographies are fascinating, he
premises his argument on an assumption that "for whatever reasons, it is
a well-established social fact that Jane Austen fosters in her readers a
peculiarly intense and personal devotedness" (16). While it is true, no
doubt, that fnany readers do feel devoted or seek intellectual intimacy with
Austen, is it fair to say that Austen or her work elicit this kind of intimacy?
Surely, scholars of Joyce or Woolf or Homer or Morrison experience a
similar impulse of devotedness. Alternately, many readers and scholars of
Austen do not feel a sense of personal devotedness to her or her work.
Perhaps it is understandable that Wiltshire makes this claim, as it is the
necessary link between Austen and Winnicott. Without positing that
Austen's relationship to her biographers is akin to the mother's relation
ship to her children, Wiltshire's argument would fall apart. Ideally,
Wiltshire would have developed this claim by tracing aspects of "Jane
Austen" or Austen's fiction that elicit a specific propensity among Austen
scholars for intimacy and devotion to their subject. Furthermore, if
Wiltshire wishes to argue that this relationship is always true with regard
to contemporary negotiations of the past, then we need to know more
about the specific ways in which Austen's work complicates or develops
this phenomenon.
Subsequent chapters offer interesting readings of Austen texts as seen
through Winnicott's and Benjamin's theories. Chapter 2 focuses on recent
films that place Austen in modern-day times (as opposed to period
reproductions of Austen novels) such as Clueless, Metropolitan, and Jane
Austen in Manhattan. Wiltshire argues that recreations of Austen operate as
a "creative destruction" in a two-part process. In the first part, "the
filmmaker seeks to 'translate' the original into another mode—^to consign
it, as a treasure might be consigned across a frontier... .In the second, the
secondary text can be said to destroy and then to remake the original"
(41).
These chapters are perhaps Wiltshire's strongest, as they tackle "the
terms 'reinvention,' 'intertextuality,' 'rewriting,' and 'appropriation'...
commonly used as if they refer to unproblematic, homogeneous
processes—as if all 'rewriting' were the result of the same impulses and
designs" (41). This point becomes more clear in discussions of Shake
speare which examine not so much Austen's anxiety of influence, but our
process of reading Austen in relation to readings of her predecessors. In
chapter 4 Wiltshire examines the interior Ufe or interior consciousness in
Mansfield Park and Persuasion. Acknowledging that, regardless of their
similarities in plot and character, novels and cinema are incommensurate
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forms, Wiltshire engages in a study of how that "disjunction" is "resolved
or sublated" in novel and film recreations (88). In chapter 5 Wiltshire
examines Pride and Prejudice against recent film versions of that text, and
finally closes with a chapter on Emma that addresses the comodification
of "Jane Austen" in contemporary culture.
Recreating Jane Austen is particularly useful in its examination of the
relational ways in which adaptation, influence, revision, or re-interpretations are an implicit part of our engagement with both the form and
content of Austen's work, which help to explain Austen's staying power
in contemporary culture. It would have been helpful to see Wiltshire
reconcile the historical problem his book raises of applying a twentiefhcentury theory about the relation of mothers and children to a lateeighteenth-century author and an early-twentieth-century audience.
Nonetheless, Wiltshire's study is a provocative and refreshing weaving
together of cultural studies and psychoanalytic theory and is certainly an
important contribution to both Austen and film studies.

Thomas McFarland, The Masks of Keats: The
Endeavour of a Poet. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000. Pp. xvi + 244. $49.95.
Reviewed by Denise Vultee, University of Missouri
McFarland's own endeavor, simply put, is to separate the good from the
bad in Keats's poetry and to explain how it got that way. Not all readers
will share his enthusiasm for the task, and those who do may balk at his
dismissal of some of the poet's best-known works, but they will be hard
put to cavil at the handfhl of poems—"The Eve of St. Agnes" and the
great odes—that survive McFarland's stringent winnowing.
If this volume has a weak side, it is not so much the author's
judgment of the poems as the theory that underpins that judgment.
Keats's achievement, McFarland argues, resulted from his adoption of a
pair of personas or "masks": the Mask of Camelot in "The Eve of St.
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Agnes" and the Mask of Hellas in "Ode on a Grecian Urn," "To Au
tumn," and "Ode to a Nightingale." Parts of his argument will be familiar
to readers ofMcFarland's earlier volumes—'Romanticism and the
Forms of Ruin (1981), Originality and Imagination (1985), and William
Wordsworth: Intensity and Achievement (1992). Keats's masks, according to
McFarland, although "constructed of materials already...in the public
domain" (3), differ from the "pre-packaged modes" (14) of Romantic
Hellenism and medievalism to which Wordsworth sometimes resorted, in
that they allowed him to avoid the "egotistical sublime" by subordinating
his own personality to them. At the same time, McFarland claims, this act
of self-effacement paradoxically allowed the poet's true identity to emerge:
"John Keats did not become John Keats until he assumed his masks" (19).
The explanatory power of this statement depends on the extent to which
one is willing to accept the limited and somewhat circular definition of
"John Keats" as the author of the handful of great poems uttered through
these masks.
If the mask theory is not entirely satisfactory in its general outlines,
it becomes less so when McFarland attempts to explain its role in the
success or failure of individual poems. Porphyro, we leam, "serves one
overriding function: to vindicate the thwarted sexuality of the man John
Keats" (27)—hardly a propitious recipe for literary transcendence. But in
"The Eve of St. Agnes," the Mask of Camelot somehow allows Keats to
transform his personal frustration into poetry of the highest order. Merely
adopting a medieval setting, however, is not enough: "The Eve of St
Mark" fails, according to McFarland, because it merely "trifles with
random Romantic medievalisms" (39) rather than redirecting the poet's
urgent erotic needs through the mask.
While the Mask of Camelot serves to facilitate Keats's expression of
his sexuality, the Mask of Hellas, according to McFarland, has a different
purpose: "to utter a theme of light in opposition to the gloomy reality of
Keats's doom-laden existence" (87). Associated with Spring, sunlight, and
the color blue, ancient Greece for Keats represented a world of "security,
brightness, calmness, benignity" (89-90). This vision blazes forth most
notably in Hyperion, but it also has a darker manifestation, exemplified by
"Ode on Melancholy" and "Ode to Psyche." In the unsuccessFi Entymion,
"a kind of rag-and-bone shop of Keats's Hellenic commitment" (103), it
takes the form of an erotic fantasy that McFarland characterizes as
primarily masturbatory.
Subordinate to but complementing this theory of the two masks is
the concept of essentia, which McFarland imports from 'Romanticism and the
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Forms of Ruin in order "to reveal how exacdy the 'isness' of Keats's brief
life corresponded to the 'isness' of lyric poetry; how, in brief, Keats's
death-filled life opened the doorway to his greatness as a poet" (71).
Essentia is what McFarland calls elsewhere the "lyric instant"; Keats distills
it in the line "She dwells with Beauty—^Beauty that must die," and
McFarland employs it as a litmus test to determine not merely whether a
poem is any good but whether it may be called a poem at all (98). With
essentia as his point of departure, McFarland, not surprisingly, finds little
to admire in Keats outside the odes.
Apart from "The Eve of St. Agnes"—"Keats's supreme utterance
through the Mask of Camelot" (139)—all Keats's longer poems are
dismissed as unsuccessful. They fail, according to McFarland, because "in
each Keats was committed to a narrative line that was alien to his genius"
(125). Characteristic of that genius, he argues, is Keats's "compression"
(127), a quality notably absent from the longer narratives. Hyperion alone
is granted a degree of merit: McFarland compares it to a "torso" that
succeeds by virtue of its "dearth of incident" (139) and "the majestic
unfolding of its blank verse" (141). hamia and Isabella, on the other hand,
suffer from the common flaws of Keats's narratives without the redeem
ing stasis of Hyperion. The former is said to be doomed from the start by
its use of heroic couplets (141), while the latter, in Byron's ottava rima, "is
not so much tragic as it is grotesque" (155). While he is justified in ranking
these two poems below Keats's highest level of achievement, however,
McFarland goes too far when he claims that they "are not even especially
interesting" (128). Whatever may be said for or against Lamia on aesthetic
grounds, it remains a rich mine that critics from formalists to historicists
have yet to exhaust.
After lamenting the time Keats squandered on the dramas Otho the
Great and King Stephen, McFarland turns his attention in the final chapter
to an appreciation of the great odes. He identifies the "fugitive being" of
these odes as "the absolute condition of their supremacy" (181) and
attributes their excellence to Keats's "genius" and "ardour for existence"
(183). Taking issue with Helen Vendler's widely accepted reading of the
odes as ah interrelated sequence, he characterizes each ode as selfcontained and "monadic" (184). Paradoxically, though he claims that these
poems emerge organically from Keats's genius, McFarland argues that they
could not have come into existence except through the medium of the
masks. What one is left with at the end of this volume is chiefly a renewed
conviction that Keats's great achievement is, ultimately, inexplicable, and
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that the masks of Camelot and Hellas, as well as the slippery term
"genius," are merely convenient names for that inexplicability.

¥

Roy Porter, Bodies Politic: Disease, Death and Doctors
inBritain, 1650-1900. IthACA: Cornell University Press,
2001. Pp. 328. $35.00.
Reviewed by Elizabeth A. Dolan, Lehigh University
In Bodies Politic, Roy Porter argues that the human body, constructed and
reconstructed by rhetoric and image, occupied center stage in the popular
imagination of early modern life. Although the landscape of Porter's
argument will be familiar to readers of his earlier works, in Bodies Politic
Porter shifts his analytical gaze from "insider" experiences of health
practices, such as diaries and treatises, to external representations of those
practices, such as stock characters and recurring scenes in verbal and visual
culture. This generouslyillustrated exploration of popular understandings
of "Disease, Death and Doctors in Britain, 1650-1900" offers readers an
entertaining tour of Porter's extensive and distinguished scholarship and
a valuable introduction to medicine and the body in the long eighteenth
century.
Bodies Politic-was published simultaneously by Cornell University Press
(the edition reviewed here) and, in slightly Afferent form, by Reaktion
Books in their now twenty-four-book series PicturingHistory, co-edited by
Peter Burke, Sander L. Oilman, Ludmilla Jordanova, and Roy Porter. True
to the goals of the Reaktion Press series—"to present a new kind of
historical writing in which images form an integral part"—Bo^es Politic
includes 137 plates from the period, 29 in color. Most of the images by
more than 60 artists are housed in the Wellcome Library's extensive
Iconographical Collection. Among the images reproduced are twenty-six
of Thomas Rowlandson's cartoons, fourteen of James GiUray's etchings,
six of William Hogarth's engravings, five of George Cruikshank's etchings
and four of George Du Maurier's wood engravings from Punch. As Porter
points out, his goal is not to offer an extended analysis of the images, as
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would an art historian, but rather to contextuali2e them within his study
of the popular culture of medicine.
Porter grounds his book on a claim for the interdependence of text
and image. Steeped in captions and dialogue, eighteenth-century prints also
conveyed their messages with indkect and often ironic bits of text, such
as images of books with titles on their spines. Likewise, prints appeared as
"props" in literature, often to confound characters such as lawyers and
physicians and thus to mock their interpretive abilities. Porter explains that
the bodyand healing practices became central metaphors in both literature
and prints due in large part to medicine's lack of power to stem such
devastating health crises as the 1665—66 plague and less widespread
epidemics such as small pox and tuberculosis. Combined with medicine's
growing claim on British purses to pay for popular patent remedies and
health regimens, this ineffectiveness provided fodder for the postRestoration explosion of new print genres and expansion of image making.
Not often capable of providing cures, the practice of medicine. Porter
claims, was valued for its theatrical qualities: medicine "offered itself, and
was received by its public.. .as a repository of texts and tenets, advice and
apothegms, 'sick roles' and 'well roles', a corpus of identities, teachings and
practices to be respected—or reviled—for their theatrical, spectacular and
even magical aspects" (22). While this emphasis on the theatricality of
medicine does not inform the tide of the book, it unifies the chapters
more than any other idea.
The second and third chapters set the scene for Porter's analysis of
medicine as performative with complementary explorations of "the body
grotesque and monstrous" and "the body healthy and beautiful." In the
long eighteenth century. Porter argues, widespread and disfiguring illnesses
such as syphilis reinforced the perceived connection between sin and
disease established by Pauline doctrine. Physical evidence of the fallen
flesh enabled those in power to stigmatize undesirable groups such as
witches, the mad, and the poor. Citing examples ranging from Jonathan
Swift's abhorrence of the flesh in Gulliver's Travels to lithographs of
executions and subsequent dissections. Porter argues that anticorporeal
aggression was deployed for a variety of social "causes" including
disciplining female sexuality and punishing criminal behavior. When
deformity seemed innate rather than behavioral—as with popular "freaks"
such as "the Elephant man"—^physicians disagreed about whether such
monstrosities originated in the mother's afflicted imagination or the
physician's incompetent delivery of the children. As Porter points out, the
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need to contain the grotesque body inside such a structure of blame
highlighted the body's subversive power.
This concern with assigning blame informs Porter's companion
argument that models of the harmonious and beautiful body developed by
Classical literature and art were taken up by eighteenth-century physiogno
mists and phrenologists to naturalize race, class, and gender hierarchies.
An obsession with health as beauty inspired a generation of vain stock
characters such as Sir Novelty Fashion in Colley Gibber's Ijove's hast Shift.
Alongside the socially normalizing power of pseudosdentific descriptions
of the healthy body, the eighteenth century witnessed a proliferation of
plans for the maintenance of health; Porter traces the period's interest in
health regimen and temperance to" the prolongivist writings of the
sixteenth-century Paduan Luigi Cornaro, a body of thought revived by
John Locke and others. Anxiety about health led to a kind of physical
Puritanism—or subjugation of the body—and an increasingly popular
script informing the hypochondriacal "sick role."
In spite of, or perhaps because of, this nearly sanctimonious
seriousness regarding health, disease became anthropomorphized as
alternativdy threatening and ludicrous, a kind of evil jester in the theater
of popular imagination. Chapter 4, "Imagining Disease," demonstrates the
various ways in which literature and art not only satirized diagnostic rites
and treatment recommendations, but also used these practices to satirize
social and political situations. Thus, in literature and in the cartoons of
Cruikshank and Rowlandson, "Bedlam" becomes a satiric "mirror and
microcosm" for Britain, and illnesses such as madness, gout and syphilis
serve as shorthand to signify and criticize the irrationality and excess of
various public figures. In his most amusing chapter, "The Medical
Politician and the Body Politic," Porter catalogues the political aspects of
this satiric use of the body: the politicized fart and the royal rump never
cease to entertain;John Bull suffers from the bloodletting of taxation;and
political quacks, dissectors and cannibals feed on the body of the state.
Although Porter argues that the "early modem medical drama cast
the sick person in the lead role" (150), the btilk of this study focuses on
practitioners, tracing changes in both their satiric portrayal and their
promotional self-representation. Offering as evidence a gallery of Tudorand Stuart-period portraits of medical men in chapter 5, Porter argues that
these professionals cultivated an honorable and scholarly image that was
disrupted in the1690s by physicians such asJohn Radcliffe, who generated
publicity by embracing the image of "men behaving badly." The merce
nary, debauched and afheistic practitioner featuredin the fiction of Tobias
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Smollett, Henry Fielding, and Laurence Sterne further undermined the
image of the erudite physician. In the chapter "Outsiders and Intruders,"
Porter turns his discussion to the fiinges, analyzing the props and
personalities that characterized nonphysidans such as surgeons, apothecar
ies, nurses, and dentists, as well as a range of "irregulars," including the
charismatic quack, the patent medicine huckster, and the oculist. In his
comments on university-trained but market-motivated practitioners such
as John (Chevelier) Taylor and James Graham, Porter draws on his
compiling stxidy HealthforSale:Quackery inEn^land 1650-1850 (Manches
ter University Press, 1989) to demonstrate that "quack" and "regular" were
fluid categories. Public distrust of sdentist-physicians, or "experimental
ists" such as Edward Jenner and Humphrey Davy, was captured in Mary
Shelle/s Frankenstein and led to an extended discussion of medical ethics
at the turn of the eighteenth-century. By the Victorian period, the subject
of chapter 10, the figure of the respectable physidan returns, as evidenced
by the idealistic medical men populating the fiction of the age of reform.
Most fascinating in his multichapter discussion of practitioner image is
Porter's analysis of PuncFs mirthfully satiric cartoons about women
physidans, who were offidally allowed to practice medicine in the 1870s.
In Bodies Politic Porter's humor and intelligence bring the medical
world of the long eighteenth century to life. Porter's discussion of patients
exemplifies two major strengths of this book. First, Porter effectively
builds on his previous scholarship. Two works that he cowrote with
Dorothy Porter—In Sickness and in Health: The British Experience 1650-1850
(Blackwell, 1989) and Patient's Process: Doctors and Doctoring in Eighteenth(Stanford University Press, 1989)—^inform his explanation
of the Georgian culture of self-help and the stock characters it produced:
the "know-all," the "believe-all" and the hypochondriac. Second, Porter
traces broad trends both convincingly and memorably. He argues, for
example, that by the mid-nineteenth century the setting for stock
characters shifted from the Georgian spa town to the Victorian sickroom,
with a corresponding shift of mood from satire to sentimentality. Porter
has great fun with the visual images thatillustrate his impressive command
of the history of medicine, and the questions he often raises but does not
answer open doors for subsequent studies ("Did new technologies of
representation, notably photography, have much of an impact [on the
public image of the medical profession]?"). Even if it did not feature the
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delights of Porter's lithesome humor and playful prose, the book would
be well worth having for the fascinating prints it reproduces.

*

Thomas Sokoll, ed. Essex Pauper Letters 1731-1837.
Oxford: Oxford University Press for the British Acad
emy. Pp. xli + 727. $90.00.
Reviewed by Sandra Sherman^ University of Arkansas
As more and more records dealing with eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury poverty become the subject of scholarly study, historians have
started to explore the last legible frontier before orality and illiteracy stifle
all further insight into "the short and simple annals of the poor." In Essex
Pauper Letters 1731—1837, Thomas Sokoll has transcribed and minutely
edited hundreds of letters from the Essex Record Office documenting
communication between the poor and parochial officials, as well as among
the poor themselves, which would otherwise have remained opaque except
to Aose with means, stamina, and expertise to do them justice. The
collection, with a brilliant introduction that broaches issues involving, inter
alia, literacy rates, demographic conditions, the penny post. Poor Law
administration, and epistolary formalities, is the first to concentrate the
poor's unmediated voices into an atonal choir that offers or illuminates
rhetoric that none of us has encountered at this level of direcmess and
intensity. Now anyone—aided by a full scholarly apparatus and exhaustive
index—can read what the poor have to say, for example, about apprentice
ship, bread prices, children, family conflict, illness, landlords, poor relief,
occupational haxards, widowhood, prison, old age, and most particularly
the system of settlement that limited their ability to collect relief outside
their home parish. This collection proves that while the Poor Law was
restrictive, subjecting the poor to a dreary regimen of parochial supervi
sion, there was more room for negotiation—on both sides—than anyone
openly admitted. If the poor relocated to another parish, all parties
frequently benefitted by providing relocated individuals with at least some
relief, usually from the home parish, rather- than necessitating such
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individuals' return. The Pauper Letters document the poor's canny
exploitation of this fact, as well as overseers' acquiescence, indeed
complicity, in their tactics. The letters also document, however, grinding,
unimaginable conditions that compel such appeals, such that each
utterance—straining against illness, unemployment, imminent starva
tion—^becomes a narrative of desperation that tears at one's heart.
Just before Christmas, 1823, Anne Hitchcock in Peering wrote the
churchwardens and overseers of Braintree, Essex that her residence in one
parish or another would have to be sorted out, since "I have no money,
for I cannot pay no Rent but Gentlemen if I am to come Home you must
let me know for I may as Well come as stop hear and be starved for my
Boys cannot get no work so how am I to do But if I come home you will
have to buy me Goodes for if I have to come home my Creators [i.e.
creditors] Will tak my goodes and chatels for money due To them but
Gendemen if I remain here They will not desturbe me, but I have, been
A widow for 11 years I had a good Bed to Lay on I shall take it very hard
to have it taken from me" (Letter 13). In one long, run-on, redundant
sentence, Mrs. Hitchcock informs officials in Braintree that it will be
financially beneficial to support her in Peering, even as she rouses their
pity with a powerful, homely image of her last mark of dignity: "A widow
for 11 years I had a good Bed." How could the churchwardens, even
assuming they might replace her "Goodes," ever repair this link to the
past, this sustaining memorial? The letters are full of such questions, such
challenges, and in this case SokoU informs us that for several years Mrs.
Hitchkock and her sons received parochial support while she remained
outside Peering. Sokoll's intensive research into the surrounding records
makes these letters take on a life even more animate than the narratives
they contain, shedding enormous light on how officials responded—over
long periods of time—to the taut immediacy of the poor's descriptions of
their plight.
One of the most striking aspects of these letters is how the poor
enumerate their last mean possessions and few trifling pleasures, which
slip away as conditions worsen. In July 1833, William King wrote from
London to the overseers in Braintree: "My wife is the Subyect of Much
illness and Moreso then My Self though I am at times allmost turnd over
in My Mind how to Get a Liveing the Little Help from you Sirs I feel Very
thankfull for, as...to My few old Cloaths I Seldom Can Redeem and
thearby I Slip out on the Lords dayin the Most Private way I Can, and feel
thease things and the want of dinner when I Return very hard, I have Now
Look over My tickets and my Poor wifes Ring went Last for Support, as
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to drink I Never Sit down in a Publick house Except Called Upon So to
do By a friend once Perhaps in a twelve month" (Letter 67). While the
poor elaborate on their mental state ("allmost turnd over in My Mind"),
there is a gritty materiality to these letters, as if life were measured out in
pawn tickets. In September 1828, WilliamJames wrote from Chelmsford
to Robert Alden in Colchester that "I have used every Exertion, in my
power, & work so little to do, & my health, & strength, & Eye sight so
much impair'd, that I am arrived to my last extremity, & can do no more,
my Landlady have seised on my all, & desired me to quit on Tuesday, but
now she says on the Monday, michaelmassday, & she will take away our
goods &c, & we be turned into the street, my daughter have been very bad
indeed & in one Evening, did Void not less than two Quarts of Congealed
blood" (Letter 550). In Essex Pauper Letters, the poor's condition does not
emerge as static, as it does in late eighteenth-century treatises, such as Sir
Frederick Eden's and David Davies's, which render the poor in terms of
budgets as if they were financial ciphers. Nor do we encounter the
complacency of soup house and workhouse reports, or the turnip-paring
optimism of Count Rumford. In these letters, the poor's state is always
deteriorating; we have the perceptions of the poor themselves, unfiltered
through accountancy or managerial self-confidence. Commenting on
James's letter, Sokoll observes "This is the last letter surviving from
William James. As in the previous one (543), his handwriting is larger than
in his other letters and tends to get somewhat clumsy." Sokoll also cites,
however, collateral correspondence allocating responsibility for James's
relief, a bureaucratic shuffle that, at least, notices that "his landlady has
taken his goods for Rent."
This collection, experdy contextuali2ed, is immensely valuable to
anyone interested in the social history of eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury Britain, especially since it fills the gap left by novels and by art,
which either leave out the poor entirely or whitewash their condition. It
also exposes how much of the poor's reality was unacknowledged by
contemporary smdies that tried, in some cases sympathetically, to analy2e
their phght. It is even more immediate—and much more instructive—than
the poetry of working-class women, now very much in vogue. It brings us
in touch with a language that, at most, we have perceived only in snippets
through the work of E. P. Thompson, Roger Wells, and a few other
dogged scholars. Essex Patter Letters is a mine of new information, a pic-
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ture of the poor from their own perspective and, most importandy, a
chastening reminder of human vulnerability.

Jonathan Rose, The Intellectual Life of the British
Working Classes. New Haven: Yale University Press,
2001. Pp. ix + 534. $45.00.
Reviewed by David Radclijfe, Virginia Tech University
Jonathan Rose is critical of social historians who elevate material culture
at the expense of inteEectual life, and strenuously critical of literary
scholars who "try to discern the messages a text transmits to an audience
by examining the text rather than the audience" (4). Neither attend much
to what laborers read and how, possibly because it is assumed that such
information is lacking. Rose finds it in abundance: in oral history,
educational records, library records, sociological surveys, opinion polls,
and especially in memoirs and autobiographies. While his study is
plentifully illustrated with lists, charts, and statistics, its chief source of
evidence are hundreds of memoirs left by nineteenth and twentiethcentury laborers and autodidacts. These suggest another, less-charitable
reason why working-class writers have received less than their due from
historians and critics: their taste in culture was mostly conservative, and
their political outlook mostly liberal. "Frankly," Rose concludes, "Arnold
understood them much better" (9).
Matthew Arnold believed that liberal education encouragedindividu
ality and intellectual independence, qualities not always valued by classical
Marxism or cultural Studies. While the, impressive growth of cultural
literacy amongBritish laborers was fostered by both evangelical Christian
ity and the labor movement. Rose finds that neither had any great success
in imposing dogmatic ideas. That generations of future labor leaders
learned to think by studying Burke, Scott, and Carlyle belies the idea that
conservative writing leads to conservative thinking. Beyond this, the
memoirs underscore how radically various things could be. The laboring
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classes coveted learning and were profoundly suspicious of it; children
were encouraged to read by their families, and parents were persistent
obstacles to education; laboring women were excluded from intellectual
life and were among its chief beneficiaries; the upper classes discouraged
the spread of education while they financed and promoted it. Rose finds
that reading was a solitary activity and that it was a group activity; that
education gave laborers a sense of class solidarity and that it left them
profoundly alienated; that education created opportunities and that it did
little to benefit workers economically. Workers gravitated to serious and
difficult reading and they confined their taste to popular novels. Access to
books was difficult, and cheap books or library copies were readily
available.
How does one make sense of this mass of contradictory information?
There is litde sustained argument or narrative in this book, which consists
of thirteen essays arranged in a digressive topical and chronological
sequence. This is an appropriate scheme where the purpose is to poke
holes in a body of received wisdom that is itself diffuse and inconsistent.
Circumstances matter: how Scottish weavers, Welsh miners, and East End
Jews came to education varied dramatically with places, times, and
persons. Sometimes the memoirs bear out statistical evidence, and
sometimes they don't. What they do support is Arnold's belief that reading
fostered independence: at age twelve, recalled ploughboy John Ward (b.
1866), "I devoured—^not read, that's too tame an expression—Robinson
Crusoe, and that book gave me all my spirit of adventure, which had made
me strike new ideas before the old ones became antiquated, and landed me
into many troubles, travels, and difficulties." These included agitating
against British intervention in theSudan, organizing a navvies' trade union,
becoming a Labour MP, and building up a personal library of more than
700 volumes (109).
Memoirists, autodidacts, and intellectuals are never typical, but they
were nonetheless types that existed in substantial numbers among the
working classes. One of the best chapters, entided "A Conservative
Canon," describes how J. M. Dent, son of a house-painter, codified the
favorite reading of autodidacts and mutual-improvers (insofar as there was
such a thing) as the Everyman's Library. Another fine essay, "What was
Leonard Bast Really Like," takes deadly aim at the modernists' distaste for
the Arnoldian values of their social inferiors, a contempt that carries over
into recent scholarship and criticism.
The book is notwithout limiting assumptions of its own. While Rose
picks up the story of popular literacy in the eighteenth-century, "working
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class" is conceived in ways that concentrate the focus on industrial and
clerical workers from 1850 to 1950. Discussions of the earlier period rely
more on secondary sources and lack the specificity that otherwise makes
this a splendid work of social history. A chapter on religion is sadly
lacking, nor is theology ever acknowledged as a dimension of intellectual
life. It is surely not coincidental that in Britain bookish popular culture
originates and declines in step with popular religion. Religious belief may
not be a topic that figures largely in labor histories, but the memoirs
suggest that, positively or negatively, it shaped popular intellectual life as
profoundly as did economic conditions.
Rose wisely and generously gives priority everywhere to the voices
and opinions of his subjects, a perceptive and articulate set of observers.
Their collective experience and accumulated insights mostly harmonize
with his agenda, which is to uphold classical liberalism against its enemies
among the intellectual elite. Rose, no cultural conservative, endorses the
Great Books with the passion of the autodidact, the mutual-improver, and
Arnold himself: when E. D. Hirsch "argues that democracy and equality
are impossible without mass cultural literacy, he is only saying what
generations of British working people knew in their bones" (236). The
Intellectual Life of the British Working Class bears moving wimess to their joys
and sorrows, triumphs and perplexities.

